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REPORT
OF THE

GOVERNOR OF DAKOTA.
EXECUTIVE OFFICE,

Bismarck, Dale., October 15, 1887.
DEAR SIR: In compliance with your request to forward to your :Pepartment a teport of the affairs and of the progress and development
of the Territory of Dakota for the year ending June 30, 1887, I have
the honor to report :
THE PROGRESS AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE
THE PAST YEAR.

TERRITORY DURING

The Territory has had another year of wonderful growth in population and wealth. The reports from all sections tell of a decided increase
of immigration, as compared with the same date of last; year, and that
the rush of new comers has kept well up to the average of previous
seasons. As a matter of course, the localities1 along the line of the railof the public domain
way extensions and the districts having large areas
subject to entry under the homestead and pre-emption laws are receiving the g-reatest number of settlers.
IMMIGRATION.

'The building westward, through the northern counties of Dakota, of
the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railroad, and the construction by this and the Northern Pacific Railway Companies of numerous ,
north and south feeders, has turned a great tide of immigration toward
the splendid agricultural and stock lands of the Mouse river, Turtle
mountains, Devil's lake, and other regions thereby made easily accessible.
This, together with the largest crop ever harvested in many sections
of northern Dakota, have made it almost impossible to keep pace with
the development going on in the districts named. A few of the more
westerly counties, having scarcely a single inhabitant at the beginning
of the year, are now well populated with thrifty farmers and residents
of the towns which have literally grown up in a day.
· The increased activity in the line of railway building through the
central portion of the Territory, and the fine crops gathered by the farmers there, together with a comdderable quantity of land remaining
vacant in many of the counties adjacent to the Missouri river, have
attracted a large number of people to these localities.
Early in the spring, a large colony of settlers, coming direct from Vermont and New England points, located in Hettinger county, about 25
miles south of the Northern Pacific Railway. Although this colony decided upon a location in an unsurveyed and almost unexplored county,
nevertheless its rnem bers have already established a town, erected com~
fortable homes, and harvested an abundant crop. Their successful
venture insures for the future a he~vy immigration to the large area of
vacant lands of the west Missouri country, especially from the New
England and Middle States.
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. 1'be Re<l. .R iver valley in the north, and all the counties of older Dakota
m the south, central, and east, with their large number of growing and
prosperous cities, have long since reached that stage of stability, wealth,
and rndependence which insures a constant and ever-increasing ratio
of added population and improvement. Here the splendidly developed
farms, and busy towns full of enterprise, rivalry, and life, give one the
impression of living in a State of many years' growth, rather than in a
Territory of youthful age. The completion last year of a line of railway to Rapid City, and the certainty of the addition, at an early date,
of other railway facilities, has resulted in a marked growth of the varied
interests of the Black Hills country, by placing that ,hitherto-isolated
section in better communication with the Eastern world. Nature has
~ertainly lavished · her gifts upon that a,rea of Dakota known as the
Black Hills with a generous hand, and it but remains for man to enact
his small part in order.to develop here the richest, grandest region in
all the Union. What with the productive soil of her valleys and foothills, the splendid pasturage and excellent protection furnished her
herds of thousands of cattle, sheep, and other stock, and her inexhaustible supply of precious minerals, iron, tin, mica, salt, coal, gypsum, asbestus, petroleum, and other valuable deposits,. the saying that the
Black Hills might be walled in by an impassable barrier and still be
self-supporting, is almost a truism.
In addition to the annual rush of seekers after free l,md there has
been, throughout the Territory, especially to those sections where the
supply of Government land is pretty well exhausted, an wrnsual nu_mber · of purchasers of cheap deeded lands. In many of the counties
having railroads, school-houses, :flourishing towns, and tbe other advantages of old settled communities, deeded land is to be hl:l,d at a Arnall
advance over what it cost the original settler for improvements and
Government fees.
Owing to the rapid advance in the market value of Dakota realty,
these opportunities of obtaining good lands at a reasonable price, and
without the annoyance of "proving up," can not 'last a great while
longer, and discreet investors will accept them wherever offered.
The agricultural, manufacturing, commercial, and mining interests
are all receiving their sl).are of the wealth of investment which has l>een
pouring into the Territory for several years past, an<l the outlook generally may be considered a very happy one .

.

PUBLIC LAND ENTRIES IN DAKOTA.

Number of filings, etc., in each United States land district in Dalcotafor the year ending
June 30, 1887.
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Number of.filings, etc., at the ten United States land offices in Dakota during eac~ m01tth,
fo1· the year ending June 30, 1887.
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There were 13,855 new :filings during this period under the general
land laws, as follows: Homesteads, 4,771; pre-emptions, 4,946; and tree
claims, 4,138.
·
The area newly :filed on during the year-was 2,067;281 acres.
There wer~ 10,750 :final proofs made, of which 6,592 were cash entries,
3,787 final homestead entries, and 371 timber-culture proofs. Of the
cash entries, there were 4,581 proofs made under the pre-emption law
and 2,011 commuted homesteads. The area acquired by :final proof and
cash entry during the year was 1,586,672 acres, and that purchased by
land scrip 2,387 acres.
There has been a very large immigration d_u ring the year named to
the Deadwood, Devil's Lake, and Bismarck districts, where much of
the public land remains unsurveyed.
The area of unsurveyed lands taken up but not :filed on is estimated
as being equivalent to one-third of the area filed on in these three districts, or about 200,000 acres, and the number of squatter claimants, not
including their families, is about 1,400.
The sales of lands to settlers by the Northern Pacific Railroad Company an.a private owners in different sections of the Territory, during
the same period, can only be approximated. However, it is safe to estimate these sales as equivalent to 20 per cent. of the area of Government.
lands filed on for the year, or about 400,000 acres, acquired by private
sale.
The grand total of lands newly filed on and purchased by immigrants
for settlement for tl.le year in question, therefore, closely approximates
the sum of 2,667,281 acres, or 4,168 square miles; an area four times
greater than that of Rhode Island, .about three times that of Delaware"
or nearly that contained within the boundaries of the State of Connecticut.
The entire area of Dakota amounts to 96,596,480 acres. Of this,
26,847,105 acres are contained within Indian reservations; about 7,000,000 acres were granted by the Government to aid in the construction of
the Northern Pacific Railroad; 3,000,000 acres are set aside for support ,
of schools; and, according to careful computations made from the
records and plat-books of the several land districts, there had been dis-
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posed of ~p to June 3D, 1887, 35,937,930 acres under the geueral land
!aws, leavmg a vacant area open to settlement at this time (not deductmg the small area of unsurveyed lands held by squatters) of 23 811 445
acres.
·
'1 '
The vacant public lands are distributed between the ten land districts of the Territory as below:
District.

¾,cres.

Aberdeen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
802, 873
Bismarck............................ . 14, 281, 600
Deadwood............................ 5,878,449
Devil's Lake...................... . .. . 1, 482, 298
Fargo . . . . ...... ..•... .... .. . . . . ... . . .
281,960
Grand Forks . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .
800, 000

District.
Huron .. . ........................... .
Mitchell ............................ .
Watertown ......................... .
Yankton ...... ...................... .
'Total .......................... .

Acres.
157,040
9, 600

ll2, 625
5,000

1- - 23,811,445

The Bismarck land district contains by far the largest area of agricultural lands, remaining vacant, in any one land district of the United
States.
During the past six years over 32,000,000 acres of Dakota lands ha'\'"e
been entered under _the provisions of the Government land laws, being
an area greater than that of twenty-one of the States of the Union (the
list including New York, Mississippi, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky,
Indiana, and Maine), or equivalent to five New Hampshires, Vermonts,
or Marylands, six Massachusetts, seven New Jerseys, ten Connecticuts,
or twenty-five Delawares.
POPULATION.

A very careful and conservative estimate made by the commissioner
of immigration (under the administration of Hon. Lauren Dunlap),
basing the gain in population, since the census of June, 1885, on the
public-land entries for the year, gave Dakota a population, on June 31),
1886, of 500,000. Continuing these estimates on the same plan as that
of the year past, the number of homestead and pre-emption filings
during the year ending June 30, 1887, was 9,717, representing a population of three times that number, or about 29,151 souls. The 1,400
squatters on unsurveyed lands represent a resident population of 3,500
persons. The gain in population from the sale of lands by the Northern
Pacific Railroad Company and, private owners may be estimated at
3,750, on the basis of a family of three to every 320 acres of land old.
The number of births, during the samt' period, is estimated at 17,500;
the number of births for the year previous having been estimated at
15,000.
The gain in population by the growth of the many cities, towns, and
villag,es of the Territory, both the older ones and those newly e tablished, which includes the increase in the number of laborers, miners,
mechanics, busine sand professional men, is estimated to equal one-half
of the settler on the public domain for the year, or 14,576 souls. Therefor , the gain in popnlatiun, during the year, amounts to 68,477, making
the pre ent population of the Territory (June 30, 1887) very clo e to
568,477.
Acco:dingto the decennial census of 1 60, Dakota had a population of
~,837; m 1870 a population of 14,181; iu 1880 a population of 135 177;
m 1 .' 5, a hown by the Territorial censu , a population of 416,610; in
1 b, a h wn y e timate of this department, 500,000; in 1 87 a
hown b
tirnate of thi department, 568,477.
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The present increase of new-comers, as indicated by the ~ntries of
public lands and the formula adopted by this office, amounts to about
8,000 each month; which will give Dakota, before the close of the year
] 887, a population exceeding 600,000 souls.
. .
Of the 415,610 inhabitants in Dakota, as shown by the Territorial
census of 1885, 150,990, or about one-third, were born in foreign _countries, of which over 33,000 were Canadians, 707 were colored, 191 Ohmese,
and 64 7 Indian citizens.
The immigration of this year is made up of the saine class of sobe:r,
industrious people as in the past. the characteristics of whom as regards
sobriety, thrift, and love of law , and order have given the Territory a
national reputation. They, as a general thing, are heads of families,
and in the possession of sufficient means to at .once begin farming
operation on a small scale.
The New England States, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana,
Wisconsin, Iowa, and Illinois are each supplying their contingent toward the building up of this, the strongest child of the Union. Canadians are crossing the international boundary line in such vast numbers as to have fairly startled that country, and the matter of loss of
population, through emigration to Dakota, has become a subject of inquiry by the provincial Government.
The emigration agents of the great railway corporations traversing
the Northwest estimate that fully 70,000 European immigrants, hailing
from Scandinavia, Great Britain, and the German Empire (including
the Mefrnonites, who are of German extraction), in the orde:r; named,
will be divided between Minnesota and Dakota during the present
season.
.
The farming lands of the Territory are passing into the hands of actual settlers at the rate of nearly 4,000,000 acres each year. As has
been shown, the Government now has at its disposal but 23,811,445
acres of the 96,596,480 comprising the entire area of the Territory, or
about 25 per cent.
ASSESSMENT AND TAXATION.

The total assessment of property in the Territory in 1885 amounted to
$106,499,549.34, in 1886 to $132,542,703.20, and in 1887 to $157,084,365.99.
The increase of 1885 over the previous year was 23 per cent., of 1886
over 1885 nearly 25 per cent., and of 1887 over 1886 20 per cent.
The per cent. of increase in valuation in 1887 was not as Jarge as in
previous years, owing to the assessment being made at a lower valuation; the average value of land per acre, as shown -by the assessment of
1886, was $3.87, while the average per acre for 1887 was $3.67, a difference of over 5 per cent. Yet the increase in acreage was much larger,
being nearly 40 per cent., as follows: The number of acres of land assessed in 1885 was 15,056,041, in 1886 17,773,488, and in 1887 24,061,784
acres.
.
This extraordinary increase in acreag~, as show~ by the assessment
roll of1887, is due in part to the steady yet rapid growth of the Territ ory, and in part to the assessment of several million acres of land owned
by the railway corporations, which bas heretofore escaped taxation.
The Territorial legislature of 1883 provided for the taxation of railmads upon their " gross earnings," and all property of such corporat ions_ ha~ heretofor~ been held exempt under the "gross-earnings law."
This rnterpretat10n of the law has wholly exempted from taxation
nearly one-eighth of all the taxable property of the Territory, and was
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unfair to the tax payers in distributing the burden of taxation unequa_lly; as land sheld for sale or speculation make no part of the" gross
earmngs," consequently they pay no revenue to the Territory.
A fair interpretation would seem to be that this law exempts onJy such
property as is used or needed for railway purposes. Acting under this
interpretation of the law, instructions have been given this year to assess all lands and town lots owned by such companies and not used or
needed for rail way purposes, which has resulted in an increase in the Territorial valuation, as before stated.
·
Many expenditures are made or authorized by the legislature, and following the legislative session a higher levy is generally needed.
The average local levy for all purposes for 1885 was 3 mills, for 1886 it
was 2.4 mills, and for 1887 it was 2.9 mills. Thes~ figures relative to assessment and taxation are interesting, conveying, as they do, indisputable evidence of the wonderful growth and prosperity of Dakota.
FINANCE.$ OF THE TERRITORY.
SIR: In compliance with your request; asking for a statement of the bonded indebtedness of the Territory, I have the honor to submit the following:
Total bonded indebtedness to date, $1,098,800, expended in building and furnishing
the following public institutions:
Date of issue.

Purpose·of issue.

Rate.

Maturity. .Amount.

----1--------------------1---- -------:May 1, 1883 Insane hospital, 'Yankton ..•.•••.•••••......••••••......•
May 1,1887 .•.••. do .•.....••....•.••...•....••.•••••••.••••••••••••.••.
:May 1, 1883 Deaf mute school, Sioux Falls ..•..•••..•••.••.•••••.•••..

m~ ::::: :~~:::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::· ::::
!rr~i t m~ :: :: ::~~::;::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::: ::: :: :::::::
~:~ ½· m~ :::: ::~~:::::: ::: :.:::::: ~: ::::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::: :::::
~~ t

:May 1, 1883 University of Grand Forks .....•.•.•.•••••.•••...•..•.....
May 1, 1883 University of Vermillion ..•••..•.•..••....••••...•..•..••.

:May 1: 1883 Penitentiary, Sioux Falls ....•..••••.•.•••••••••••.••...•.
May 1, 1887 ...... do .•.•••...............•••.......••••.•••......•......
May 1, 1883 Penitentiary, Bismarck .................................. .

~it m~ .:::: :~~: ::::~ :: ::::::::::::::::: ::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::

Ptr cent.
5

4~
6
6
5
6
6

4
6
6

4l
6
4½
6
6

Agricultural College, Brookings ......••••••••...•.•••..•.

~

:May 1, 1884 Insane hospital, Jamestown ..•...•.••••..•..•..•.••...•..

~

~~ ½:

1883

rn:~ ::::::~~:::: :: :::: :: :::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::: :::::: ::::::

M:;
ti::~ ::::::~~::::::: :::::::::::::::: :: :::::::::: :: :::::::::::::::
July 1, 1885 Normal school, Madison .•.•.•..•..•.........•.........••.
May 1, 1887
July 1, !885
:May 1, 1887
:May 1, 1887
May 1, 1887
May 1, 1887

. ..... do ........ . __ .•..•....••.........................••••.

School of mines, Rapid City.: •..............••...•...••••.
...•.. do ....•..•.........................•..........•.••••..
Reform school, Plankinton .............••..•..•......•....
Normal school, Spearfish ......... . ................•....•.
Refunding bonds to refund 6 per cent 5-20 year bonds issued May 1, 1881.

6

6

4½
6

~

5
5
5

4¼

5-20
5
10-20
10-20
10-20
10-20
10-20
10
10-20
5-20
20
5-20
10-20
5-20
10-20
10-30
10-20
10-20
20
10-20
5-20
15
10-20
15
10-20
10-20
10-20
10-20
10-20

$77,500
92,500
12,000
16,000
23,000
30,600
24,000
20,000
30,000
57,000
30,000
30,000
14,300
50,000
14,600
29,000
23,000
20,000
54,500
50,000
63,000
153,000
13,600
35,800
10,000
23,000
30,000
25,000
90,000

Total ................ _. _.•. .••..••.•.••.. __ .. __ . _.•.••••.• _••.... _...... 1, 098, 800

The bonds authorized by the last legislature were for the building of addition to
our overcrowded public institutions, benevolent and penal. It seemed an a.b olnte
necessity for the health and safety of the inmates of these institutions that large additions be provided for, and necessarily bonds must issue.
It is also true that uur educational institutions, growing with the Territorv s
great growth, needed more room and better accommodations and equipments. The
~pplica~i~ns for a~i. sion were ~reater than the facilities would accommodate, and
m providing for ex1Stmg nece ities with a reasonable allowance for tho development
and gro~th of ~wo years, the legislature was none too liberal; in fact, not lib ral
enough if what 1B needed to make our schools and colleges standard is the measure.
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The buildings the:ms-elV'eS are not shells, or in any sense temporary structures. They
are, on the contrary, well-built structures of solid brick, heated by steam, thoroughly
ventilated, and fitted with all the modern improvements, excelling in convenience and
adaptability many of the famous schools in the Eastern States.
The bids for the lJ011ds authorized by the last legislature were received and opened
May 30. The highest bid was par and 0.52 per cent. premium. Five-sixths of the
bonds issued and i:iold bore 4-½ per cent. interest; the balance 5 per cent., most of them
subject to an option clause, reserving the right to redeem in five and ten years. This
clause was a great hinderance in the sale of the bonds, as investors and those con- .
trolling trust funds prefer long-time bonds or a definite day for payment. This fact,
-eoupled with the other fact that Dakota is still a Territory and the date of admission into the Union uncertain, made investors only cautious. This timidity existed
in spite of our showing that we had $1,570,000 assets for every thousand dollars we
owe.
I predict that when Dakota is a State her 3 per cent. bonds will sell more readily
than the 4-½ percents did. Nevertheless this is the first time in the history of the
United States that a Territorial bond sold fur less than 5 per cent., and we have
conclusive proof that her credit is better than many of the 8tates and rich municipalities of the East.
·
Even Saint Paul, with all her resources and moneyed power, sold her 4½ per cent.
bond about the same time at 0.13 per cent. less premium than Territorial bonds.
I wish to express, in conclusion, my warm appreciation of your official courtesy and
encouraging wor~s in my preliminary endeavors to float the cheaper bond at a premium and establish under unfavorable conditions the present high credit of the 'ferritory.
Very respectfully,
'
JAMES W. RAYMOND,
Treasurer.
Hon. Lours K. CHURCH,
Governor of Dakota.
'

COMME~CE .A.ND THE PROGRESS OF RAILROAD ENTERPRISES .

.As for ,rail way extensions, those already completed and others projected and under contract, they puzzle the most careful map maker in
his attempts to outline them all.
The four great railway corporations of the Northwest, viz, the Ohi·cago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul, the Chicago and Northwestern, the
Northern Pacific, ancl the Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba, are
extending their main and branch lines wherever there remains a tempting morsel of unoccupied territory.
Then, too, a spirit of rivalry and competition in the matter of obtaining ~ share in the traffic of prosperous localities has sprung up between the railway corporations named, which can only end to the great
advantage of the farmers and shippers of the Territory in cheapening
the cost of transportation.
The following table shows the miles of newly constructed railroad
added to the mileage of the ' Territory during the building season of
1886:
.
Name of company.

Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Northern ....... .. ..• ...........••••......••.......
•Chicago, Milwa,ukee and Saint Paul ..•...•..•.••..••.••.••.•.•..•.••.......•.....
Chicago aml Northwestern ......•....................•.....•..•••....•..•.•......
Chicago, Saint Pan!, Minneapolis and Omaha ...............•...•...•....•••..... .
Fremont, Elkhorn and MissoUl'i Valley ..•..•...•...••.....••....•...•...•..•.•...
Minn ea-polis and Pacific .................... _..............••..•.•...••..••..••.•.
Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba .•.......•.................••..............
Total ...................................................................... .

. INT 87-VOL

1--49

Ironed.

Graded.

Miles.

Miles.

10
250
97

60
48
33

48
· 29
230

200

679

341
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The total _mileage (ironed and operated) of each company in Dakota
January 1, 1887, was as follows :
Name of company.

Black Hills and Fort Pierre . . . . . _.•.. .
Burlington, Cedar Rapids and N ortbern.
Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul. .. .
Chicago and North western . . . . . _.... · 1

Ct:ti~-~~~~~. ~~~~·- -~~~~~~.~~I_i~- ~-~~.

Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley.

In operation.

Name of company.

Miles.
15
83
1,046
703

Minneapolis and Pacific .............. .
Minneapolis and Saint Louis ......... .
Northern Pacific ...................... .
Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba.

55

Total ............................ .

In operation.
Mile,.
2!>

40
713
722

3,491

85

The present season (1887), promises to be one of the most active in
the line of railway extensions in the history of the Territory.
The Northern Pacific is constructing ~ line north ward through the rich
valley of the Red river, from Grand Forks to Pembina, in counties hitherto
traversed only by the Saint Paul, MinneapllliS and Manitoba, and i
extending its road in La Moure county, from La Moure to Edgerly.
The Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba is credited with the mo t
stupendous feat of rail way construction ever recorded. This company
has put down new track on the extension of its main line from Minot,
Ward county,Dak., in the direction of Great Fa1ls, Mont.,at therate
of from 5 to 10 miles of completed road for each working day. The
whole distance between the points 1.lamed, some 5,000 miles, will be
completed and in operation about October 1, or within five month
. from the date when the track laying began. It has already entered
the two most important cities of central Dakota, Aberdeen, Brown
county, and Watertown, Coddington county, and has projected exten·
sions reaching nearly every city of any size in the south and southeast, .
two of which (the extensions to Huron, Beadle county, and to Sioux
Falls, Miunehaha county), are being graded, and will bo completed at
an e:..trly day.
This company has ironed the branch lines graded last season; one
from Rugby Junction, on the main line, to Bottineau, the county seat
of Bottineau county; one from the Minnesota State line through Grant
county to Watertown, the county seat of Coddington county, and another from Rutland, Sargent county, to Ellendale, in Dickey county.
It is now busily engaged in the extension of tl.ie Pal'k river branch,
through Walsh county to Langdon, the county seat of Cavalier county.
The Chicago and Northwestern is ironing its grade between Faulkton, Faulk county, and Gettysburg, Potter county, and will complete
the gap between Verndon and Groton, Brown county. The Chicago,
M~lwaukee anu Saint Paul is finishin g its road from Lake Pre ton,
Kmgsbury county, to Bristol, Day county, and ironing the branch line
g~aded in 1886 from Roscoe, Edmunds county, northwest to Bil~ ·
view, McPherson count:v. This compauv will al, o ~xt nd a hort d1 ·
tance in Roberts county the branch now constructed north we t from
l\1illbauk, Grant county.
The Cllicago, ~aint Paul, l\Iinneapolis and Omaha has ironed it
g:ade of la t year between Salem, McCook county, and l\Iitchell,Da·
v1d on county.
In. h Blac~ Hill the Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley Rail·
way 1. •xt ndmg its road from Rapid City, in Pennington county to
~tnrg1 , Lawrence county.
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The Minneapolis aud Pacific will be extended w~stw~rd the present
season from Ransom, Sargent county, to Monango, m 1:hckey county.
All the railway extensions, aR enumerated, are now m course of construction, and will be completed during the building season of 1887.
Mileage of newly-constructed road undertaken by each company in 1887.
Name of company.

New road.

Name of company.

Miles.

Miles.
Northern Pa(liflc:
Grand Forks to Pembina .........
La Moure to Edl!erly .............
:Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba:
Minot, west . .. . ... . . .............
Rugby Junction to Bottineau .... .
Park river to Langdon ........•. .
Rutland to Ellendale .............
Minnf' sota line to Watertown ....
Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and
Omaha:
Salem to Mitchell ...•.........•.•.
Chical!o, Milwaukee and Saint Paul:
Bristol to Lake Preston ......•....

New-road.

95
21

150
40
40
50
41

Chicago, Milwa,ukee and Saint Paul:
Wilmot extension ......•••...••.
Roscoe e~ension .. ..... . ........
Chicago and Northwestern:
Faulkton to Gettysburg .•.......
Vern don to Groton .... ........•.
Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley:
'Rapid City to Sturgis ......•..••.
Minneapolis and Pacific:
Ransom to Monango ...• .•.•...••.

53

Total .•..••.••..........•.•••••..

717

33

10
26

44
14
25

75

The total mileage of each company in the Territory, on the completion of these extensions, will be as follows :
In operation.

N;i,me of company.

Northern Pacific ..... .......•.........
Black Hills and Fort Pierre ...... ... .
Bui lington, Cedar Rapids and Northern ..... ........•...................
Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul ..
Chicago ancl Northwestern . ....... , ..
Chicago, Saint .l:'aul, Minneapolis and
Omaha ... ..•... ....... . .....•..••. . .

Miles.
829

Name of company.

83
1,157
761

Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley....
. ... . ..... ............. .
Minneapolis and Pacific . ........... .
Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba .................... ......... .
Minneapolis and Saint Louis ..•.•.•.

88

Total miles of railroad 1887 •••.

15

In operation . .

Miles.
110

82
1,043
40
4,208

In addition to the above, the following roads are being graded, but
probably will not be ironed until next year:
•
Name of company.
.Ab~rdeen, Bismarck and Northwestern, from Aberdeen, Brown county, to Bismarck, Bnrlfl1gh county . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
Duluth, Watertown and Pacific, from Watertown, Coddington county, to Huron, Beadle_
county ..................... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • .
Forest lJity and Watertown, from Forest City to Hoven, Potter county . . . . . .•. . .•. . .•. .••. •.
Duluth and Willmar, to Sioux Falls, Minnehaha county.... ..................................
Illinois Central to Sioux Falls, Minnehaha county . • . • . . . • • . . • • . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • • • • . . . .
Total....................................................................................

Miles•

160
72
30
23
16

301

Nine steamboats were engaged this season in the river traffic on the
Missouri, between Bismarck, Dak., and Fort Benton, Mont., and three
between Sioux City, Iowa, and points within the Territory. It is estimated that these boats will handle during the season of navigation upwards of 16,000,000 pounds of freig:ht.
On the Red River of the N ortu, between Fargo, Da.k., and Winnipeg,
Manitoba, and occasionally running up the stream as far as Abercrombie, a number of steamboats are engaged, chiefly in the delivery
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of grain to the rail ways, elevators, and flour mills, from points along
the stream.
This office has been unable to obtain reliable information concerning
the amount of business transacted during the present year by this line
of steamers. In 1882 freight to the amount of 63,303,673 poun<ls was
carried by river between Fargo and Pembina. Of course it is much less
now, owing to the competition of railway lines built since that date.
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.

The season of 1886 was not altogether favorable to farming interests
in the northwest and, as a result, the yield of crops in Dakota was lessened beyond the expectations of early spring. Howe,er, owing to the
opening up of new farms, and the increased acreage sown, the yield, ju
every instance, was in excess of that of the previous geason, as shown
by the following comparisons:
Acreage sown and yield of the four p1·incipal r,rops in Dakota, for the years 1885 and
18b6.
Crop.

Corn .••..••••••••..••..••••.••..••..•.••..•..........
Wheat ..••••••.•......••••••.....•.............••....
Oats ........•...••.••.....•••....••••••..............
Flax ..•..•..•......•••.......•...•.•••...............

1886.

1885.

Acres.
530, 100
2,187,084
352, 800
364, 623

Bushels.
15, 345, 000
27,913,000
13, 229, 000
2, 916, 983

Acres.

662, 6,25
2,675,350
825,600
549, 189

,Bushels.
15, P05, 000
30,704,000
20,651, O!lO

3,844, 3:?3

The corn area of 1886 was an increase of 25 per cent. over that of the
year 1885; the wheat area an increase of 23 per cent.; the oats area
about 135 per cent., and flax an increase of about 50 per cent.
In 1885 the total area in corn, wheat, oats, and flax in Dakota covered 3,434,607 acres; in 1886 the acreage planted amounted to 4,712,761,
or an increase of the farm area, as regards these crops only, of more
than 6ne-thircl in a single season. But it is tho coming crop of 1887
which will establish Dakota in the lead, beyond all fear of competition,
as the depot of food supplies for the nation. There is every rea on to
believe that Dakot will this year produce the largest wheat crop eyer
credited as the season's Jield of any State or Territory.
As for corn the area planted is largely in excess of previous record.::,
and the crop is in the most promising condition. The same is true of
barley, oats, and rye.
·
Flax was not planted this season as extensively as heretofore, the
acreage being from 25 to 50 per cent. less than last year.
The season thus far has been 6xtremely favorable for growing crop .
The snows of the winter placed the ground in excellent shape for sp!rng
~ork; plowing, seeding, harrowing, and the various farming operat10u
followed, from the first of March, with little or no interruption from
bad weather. April showers vivified and nourished the germ, and the
out~ook for rea]jzation, in the harvest time, of the glorious hopes of
sprmg and summer, is extremely propitious.
T~e condition of the corn crop is especially gratifying. From report_
receiveu by this office it i believed that this season's crop will approXI·
mate 27,000,000 bu hel , or an increase over last season's yield of, bout
70 1> r cent.
The area sow!l to wheat this spring (1887) is estimated at 3, !), 9
acr , an the y1 Id from pre ent indications will approximate GO:OUO.
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bm,hels, nearly double the product of 1886, or about one-seventh of tht,
entire wheat crop of the United StJttes last year.
. ·
Dakota is already credited w1tfi a larger annual wheat crop than 1s
tlle yearly product of eitller Belgium, Egypt, the Argentine Republ~c~
• and 0llili, or of Denmark, Greece, the Netherlands, Portugal, Servia,
and Sweden and Norway combined. This year her yield of this cereal
will approach very near to the whole product of Great Britain and Ireland.
In 1886 the Territory raised more corn than either Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, l\fas~achusetts, 0onnec~i?ut, New Jer_se~, _Delawar~,
Virginia, South Carolma, Alabama, Louunana, West Virgrnia, or California, and the present season will place her ahead, as regards this farm
product, of one-half the States of t};le Union.
STOCK-RA.ISING.

While the leading industry of Dakota is the tillage of the soil, tbe
live-stock interests are rapidly assuming a rank of equal importance
with respect to the amount of capital invested and the revenue derived
therefrom.
•
The census of 188(} gave the value of all farm products in Dakota, for
the crop year of 1879, at $5,648,814, while the value of live stock was
placed at $6,463,274. In 1885 the products of the farm had increa~ed
to $3G,808, 131 , and the value of live stock to $40,528,897.
On January 1, 1887, the value of live stock in the Territory had
reached the vast sum of $42,8~8,338, an amount nearly 50 per cent.
greater than the value of the three principal farm products -wheat,
corn, and oats-of the same year.
If we add to the sum given as the value of Dakota's live stock the
value of the dairy products and of the wool clip for the same year, some
idea may be had of the rapidly-increasing investment by our farmers
in the growing of stock.
.
In 1880 theI'e were in the Territory 41,670 horses, 2,703 mules, 40,572
milch-cows, 100,243 head of cattle, 30,244 sheep, and 63,394 hogs.
In 1886 these numbers had increased to 227,0~7 horses, 11,964 mules,
199,480 milch-cows, 710,934 cattle, 256,209 sheep, and 4~7,176 hogs.
Official returns show the percentage of increase in the number of animals for the year ending January 1, 1887, as follows: horses, toper cent.;
mules, 3 per cent.; milch-cows, 10 per cent. ; cattle, 13 per cent. ; sheep,
1 per cent.; and hogs, 20 per cent.
In seven years the value of live stock in Dakota has increased
$36,365,064, or more than an average increase of $5,000,000 per year.
The immem;e yield of the grain crops of Dakota bas been heralded
far and wide, and deservedly, too; yet we must not lose sight of the fact
that t)le live-stock interests have contributed a big share in building up
the present wealth and prosperity of the Territory, and that each year
is witnessing- an astonishing increase of investment in this direction by
the farmer.
Nowhere in the world do the native grasses grow with more luxuriance and richness than in Dakota, and the crop is a never-failing one.
The prairie everywhere is covered with a luxuriant growth of buffalo,
gramma, and blue-stem grasses, equal for grazing and bay to the tame
varieties of the East. The entire hay crop of the Territory (which in
1885 amounted to 1,527,987 tons) i~ made from the native grasses. One
has only to find a vacant piece of prairie and his hay will co~t him but
the expense of cutting and stacking. These native gn1sses cµre to bay
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upon the ground, and stock will fatten on the prairies almost as rapidly
as they do in the East feeding on grain.
The gTass retains its richness throughout the year, even when uncut,
and in many places stock is kept through the severest winters, solely
by pastur~ng on the plains. It is mowed at any time, making quite as
good bay m the fall as during the summer months. Millions of acres of
the native forage grows and cures and goes to waste annually uncut
and unfed. If the grass growing on tbe praft'ies of Dakota could all be
utili-zed and turned into beef, it would supply the markets of the world.
The native hay crop will add millions to the annual profit now derived from that source, when the day arrives that not an acre is allowed
to go to waste.
There never has been a time in the history of Dakota when the prairies did not furnish an abundant supply of fodder for stock, no matter bow disastrous might be the eftects of the weather on the farm crops.
The climate; being so dry and equable, prevents the prevalence of those
diseases which decimate the flocks and herds in so many other localities.
ltotwithstanding the fact that the past winter was an unusually severe
one, and that many herds were on the range without shelter or provision of food, resulting in a greater percentage of loss than would have
occurred bad the cattle been properly cared for, the loss during the year
was only 4 per cent., no greater than is recorded in twenty-four of the
States and Territories, and less than one-half the loss as compared with
some.
The rapid increase of fine stock in the Territory, and the tendency to
improve the grades by importing high-bred animals, is very noticeable
of late years. In those sections of Dakota settled for any length of time,
the numerous herds of Hereford, Polled Angus, Shorthorn, HolstP-in, or
Jersey cattle, Percheron, Clydesdale, or Eoglishsbire draft horses, speed
animals of excellent pedigree, and well-bred mules, sheep, and swine bear
testimony to the fact that the Dakota farmer appreciates the value of
breeding high-classed stock.
At the Territorial fairs and the fairs of the different countie , the
annual display of fine stock calls forth the wonder and admiration
of the eastern visitor, who is forced to admit that in respect to her graded. '
stock Dakota is not excelled by many of the States. The indicati~n
are that in a few years the Territory wm have built up a world-_w~de
reputation for the. good quality of its horses. The farmers are realizrn~
that it costs but little more to raise a high-class draft animal than an ordinary scrub, and everywhere one hears of the importation of the be t gr~de
of brood-mares and the finest pure-bred stallions. Farm work reqmr
heavy draft horses, and the in telligent farmer understands the value of
cro sing with the large and powerful French, Engli h, and Scotch br e 1..:.
It will not be long until Dakota will ship to the East a breed of bor e
unequaled in energy, form, and endurance.
.
Those who have engaged in sheep raising are remarkably well an .fied with the venture. It is a serted tllat in no otller country !Ja,c b tte_r re ult followed the growing of sheep than in Dakota. The ab·en;
of wamp' and damp, ramy eason, give security from the foot-rot ca .
~nd other disea es so fatal to sheep. In the Black Ilills many ran ·ll
are devoted exclusively to beep raising, and with the mo, t sati tact 1:
re ult . 1'he l? ~s of beep in the Territory during the pa t y ar w.
6 P r cent., wh1le m some of the States the lo, es were recorded a' lJ1ul1
a 11 12, and 1 per cent.
T r ha be n a more rapid increase of investment in bog <lurinu
th pa· Y r tban in any other branch of stock-growing. From Janu-
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a.ry 1, 1886, to January 1, 1887, the increase in the number of hogs on
the farms of the Territory amounted to 20 per cent., the result undoubt-edly of the enlargement of the area planted to corn. In 1880 there were
but 63,394 bogs in Dakota, a number which had increased to 427,176 in
1886, or nearly 700 per cent. Already there are nine hog-packing establishments in the Territory, and this number will be more than doubled
before the lapse of another year.
'
In 1880 Dakota produced 2,000,955 pounds of butt~r, 39,437 pounds
,of cheese, and 415,119 gallons of milk. Five years afterwards these
a.mounts had increased to 10,804,260 pounds of butter, 116,557 pounds
of cheese, and 1,860,358 gallons of milk, while the number of milch-cows
-0n the farm had increased almost 500 per cent.
The growing interest among the farmers in stock-raising, and their
appreciation of the profits to lJe derived from a herd of cows, has led to
the establishment of a great number of creameries and cheese factories
in different sections of the Territory. Twenty-eight creameries and 10
cheese factories in Dakota manufacture into butter and cheese the
milk and cream of perhaps 50~000 cows, scattered among the farmers of
the Territory. A creamery will use, as a general thing, the milk from
a, thousand or more cows, and increases the value of milch-cows in/
its vicinity fully 25 per cent. These factories send out cream wagons
.a nd gather the cream and milk over a wide area of country, paying the
farmer for ff a price equivalent to about a shilling a pound for butter.
One of the most important measures enacted by the late legislature
was the passage of the bill'' For the prevention and spread of contagious and infectiom, diseases among domestic animals." The act called
for the appointment of a qualified veterinarian, and Dr. C. J. Alloway,
-0f Grand Forks, was selected for the office, the duties of which he assumed on March 26, 1887.
During the past six months, the most important portions of the Ter:ritory have been visited in person by the , Territory veterinarian, and ,
.auxiliary offices established, presided over by local deputies, provided
for by the act. In a few cases, considerable opposition was experienced
by tlle officers in the performance of their duties, owing, mainly, to
there being no indemnity to the owner for the loss of animals actually
-diseased. A better acquaintance with the law and a more thorough
Tealization of its ultimate benefits are rapidly dispelling opposition or
interference of any kind.
Tb€ creation of this office has been productive of much good, even in
the short time that has elapsed since its inception, its benefits being
already perceptible in a marked degree to the agricultural classes of
the Territory. Owing to the large area to be covered, the small number of d~prities (5) provided by law have found some difficulty in ac-complishing the work required.
Owing to the prevalence of the contagious bovine scourge, pleuro:pneumonia, in Illinois and east of that point, it was deemed advisable
to quarantine against localities thus infected. It was found necessary
,to issue a proclamation prohibiting the introduction of cattle from infected quarters otherwise than by submittiug to a quarantine of ninety
days. It is gratifying to state that the measures thus adopted have
been attended with success. In addition to this, all horses and cattle
from whatever point, exterior, are required to furnish a bill of health
before receiving admission within our borders. The major portion of
live-stock shipments are inspected prior to their entering the Territory.
That the importance of these precautions be tlrn !Jetter un<lerstood, it
.may be mentioned that at one point alone (the Minnesota transfer)
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cattle and horses bound for Dakota are being inspected at the rate of
upwards of two thousand per month. For August alone it has been estimated that the entire importations of horses and cattle into the Territory aggregated 8,000, and fol' September, 10,000 head.
A number of supposed contagious outbreaks among cattle have met
with prompt attention from the department, and. we are pleased to report that nothing of a serious or alarming character bas occurred within
the borders of Dakota. When the health of the ca.t tle in the seheduled
districts is such as to warrant the removal or modification of the restrictions now in force, it will receive attention.
It is to l?e regretted that the most insidious and destructive of equine
diseases, viz, glanders, has obtained a considerable foothold among our
horses. Stringent and effective measures are in operation, and wherever the malady is encountered it is summarily (lea.It with. It is safe.
to say that the prevalence of this disease is considerably ou the decrea e
and the work of stamping it out is being pushed rapidly and effectively,
Considerable am:iety was manifested by stock growers in the country
west of the Missouri river during October, 1886, for the healthfulne
of cattle. A nurn ber of cattle had been shipped iuto that portion of the
Territory the beginning of September, and shortly after tbeir arrival a
number died and many were found ailing. It was believed the cattle
were affected with either Texas fever or contagious pleuro-pneumonia.
Hon. Gilbert A. Pierce, then govei·nor, took such prompt an<l effective action in tbe premises that all danger soon passed.
I quote from Governor Pierce's message (of January 12, ] 887) to the
legislature on this subject, which briefly and fully explains the matter:
In October last ~uch excitement was created among the farmers and cattle owners
of the Territory by a report that contagious pleuro-pneumonia had broken out i~ a.
herd of cattle owned by Mr. W. J. Etllrington, in Oliver county. .A.u examination
was made by the veterinary surO'eon of the Cattle Growers' Association of Montana,
and by Dr. Coe of the Morton C~unty Board of Health, and the conclusion reached
that this dangerous disease really existed in the herd as reported.
The cattle had been purchased in Chicago and ehippe<l from there at about the date
of the breaking out of the disease in the stock-yards of that city, where they were no
doubt exposed. The alarm created by the report resulted in numerous inquiries from
neighboring States and Territories, and the greatest anxiety regarding the outcome
of the epidemic.
·
.
.
There was a demand made upon the various governors for a quarantme agarnst
Dakota cattle, and for awhile it looked as if this could scarcely be avoided. I deemed
it oftbe utmost importance that prompt and rigorous measures be taken to stam'[)
out the disease, and to this end requesteu the superintendent of the board of healt_h
to issue the necessary orders for the confinement of the cattle, or, if necessary, for their
extermination. .A.n· examination of the animals confirmed the pre-existing opinion
that the disease was the worst form of this cattle scourp;e, and orders were finally i ·
sued to kill the animals and burn them or bury the bodies in lime. The l~tter co~e
was adopted, and 130 head were thus disposed of. The result was the entire eradication of the disease, although several herds in the neighl>oring towns, which weresupposed to have been exposed, were kept secluded for some weeks afterward.
MINERAL RESOURCES.

We have at present but a faint idea of the real extent and importance
of Dakota's mineral wealth, owing to the lack of Government survey
and the comparatively hort time tbe Territory has l>P- n ettled.
Th av r:age Dakotian has been engaged io the work of earuin~ ~
~om_ ml rn :ffort · to bring the surrounding up to a tandard of c1nhzat10u p~r m~unt to that of the locality from wb.ence he came; he ha
ha<l but httl time to study out what might be hidden away beneatll th
earth' urface.
•
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However, enough has already been discovered (and these discoYeries ,
have been more in the way of an accident rather than the result of any
systematic or learned investigation) upon which to found a reasonable
. prediction that nature has distributed the valuable and useful minerals,
throughout the length and breadth of this vast Territory with the same
bountiful band tbat has provided the fichest of soils and the most.
healthful climate in all the world.
Deposits of coal, petroleum, salt,_ tin, iron, copper, lead, marble, gran-·
ite, mica, asbestos, potter's clay, besides the precious metals; in fact,.
almost every one of the earth's treasures, so far discovered and utilized
by science, are known to exist within the boundaries of Dakota. But
np to this .time only the precious metals, gold and silver, have been
successful in weaning the inhabitantS'from such pursuits as go hand in
hand with the development of a purely agricultural _community.
The recent discovery of wells of natural gas, and the completion of
the many lines of railways projected in every direction, which will bring
within reasonable contiguity the immense coal-fields and valuable mineral deposits of the West and the markets of the East, must certainly
result in the rapid development of manufacturing interests in the Territory.
COAL.

The whole country west of the Missouri river and a large part of the,
surface of north Dakota is underlaid with a deposit of lignite coal,.
wq.ich crops out in many places in veins as large as 18 feet in thickness.
This lignite or brown coal is of a soft variety, excellent for heating purposes, and has been tested and found to possess gas-making· qualities
superior to almost any coal discovered on the continent. It is defined
by mineralogists to be one of the most recent geological formationsPost-tertiar:v-more recent than the anthracite or bituminous coal of
the Carboniferous period.
While inferior to anthracite, or the best qualities of bituminous coaJ 7_
lignite burns readily and furnishes the settlers of a prairie country with
that inestimable boon, cheap domestic fuel. At present, because of thelack of transportation facilities, only the outcroppings are worked, and
general1y for the sup:µly simply of t.he settlers of the immediate neighborhood. The completion of the Nortb. and Sou th roads, already in course·
of construction, will place the immense coal-fields of the northern part
of the Territory within easy reach of every village; and a good quality·
of soft coal can be bad as low as $2 per ton, and even in the most distant towns not exceeding $4.50 per ton. Already along the N ortherTu
Pacific.Railway at Sims, in Morton county; Dickinson, in Stark county,..
and Little Missouri, in Billings county, coal mining is carried on quite,
extensively, and thousands of tons are shipped as far east as Jam es.town. It is estimated that during the past winter 10,000 tons were·
shipped into the city of Bismarck alone, where it is retailed for $3.50,.
after paying a tribute of $1 per ton to the only railway line thus far·
reaching into the coal-fields.
Recent railroad developments will result, at an early day, i-0 opening·
to market the extensive coal areas surrounding the Devil's Lake, Turtle·
Mountain, and Mouse River countries, as also of McLean, Mercer, and
Emmons counties, which contain some of the richest deposits of coal
yet found, but are too distant from present railway facilities. On the-north, south, and west of the Black Hills are hundreds of thousands of
acres of coal, in veins from 5 to 20 feet in thickness, entirely un.d.eveL-
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-oped, owing to the distance from rail ways and the cost of transportation.
The great Sioux I ndian reservation, if opened to sett]e~ent, would undoubtedly p rove to be one of the richest coal-fields of the Territory .
. MARBLE , GRANITE, SANDSTONE, QUARTZITE, J ASPER, ETC.

At Sioux Falls, Dell Rapids, and other points of southeastern Da·1rota, along the Big Sioux river, there is an outcropping of the most remarkable deposit of quartzite (granite of jasper) ever discovered on the
·C ontinent.
At Sioux Falls nearly 80 feet of the rock is exposed, and at Dell
- Rapids the perpendicular cliffs of quartzite, on either bank of the Sioux
i'iver, tower to a height of 60 feet above the stream. ,
It is said by mineralogists to be equal to the finest granite quarried
in Scotland. The texture and color vary somewhat, though generally
·of a reddish or flesh color, aud exceedingly fine grained. The stone polishes beautifully, taking a glass-like surface, is as bard almost as diamond, a ~harp fragment of the jasper cutting glass with the ease of a
glazier's jewel. Mills have been erected for polishing the stone, and a
large number of skilled mechanics are employed in the manufacturing
of elegant designs of ornamental and monumental w0rk, which are
,s hipped to all points of the country.
The working of these quarries form the leading ind us try of both Sioux
Falls and Dell Rapids; hundreds of men are engagt=>d in the work of
-.chipping the granite into shape for paving-blocks, which go to Omaha,
to Chicago. and other Eastern cities, and the dressing of building stone,
which is used in the finest structures at home and abroad .
Eight hundred car-loads of the granite were shipped last year from
the city of Dell Rapids alone.
The supply is ,practically inexhaustible. Major Powell, of the U. S.
Geological Survey, estimates the thickness of the deposit to be no less
than 3,000 to 4,000 feet. Extensive fields of marble, sand-stone, and
.other valuable and ornamental building- stone of fine texture, and of
_great beauty of color, are found in the Black Hills. As yet these deposits are undeveloped, owing to the distance from the larger cities and
the lack of shipping facilities.
'
MIC.A..

Surface indications of mica are found along the streams and in the
hills very generally throughout the Territory, although the quality and
,quantity of the Lidden deposits remain practically undemon trat d.
Only in the Black Hills have any attempts been made to mine mi?a
commercially. There is no doubt that mica is an abunclant mineral m
Dakota, and although it has been mined as yet only in one localit.
there is a promising outlook for this industry in the future.
BRICK CLAY, POTTERS' CL.A.Y, CEMEN'.l.', ETC.

Ola, of excellent quality for the manufacture of brick i abund~rnt
rywher , and brick-yard are located in all town where ther 1 a
d mand for building mat rial. ln the citi of the mo t importanc of
son li Dakota, of central Dakota, of north Dakota, of the Black Hill ·.
o~ ., ,. · n v ry band ma ive blocks and neat dwelling con tra t. J
of brick of h me manufactur , which would do er ditto any metrop h
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<>f the East. This clay is suitable also for the manufacturing of pressed
nd fire brick, and tefra.cotta, industries already developed to some ex·
t ent.
In the Black Bills are found ineKbaustible beds of gypsum, which is
manufactureU into a fine quality of plaster of Paris. 'l'he entire supply
-0f this article for the Northwest will come from the mills of tbe Hills as
. oon as better railway facilities are provided. A good quality of cem"mt and lime are made from rock found in different localities of the TerJritory, especially in the Black Hills.
GOLD AND SILVER.

The Black Hills, in which are situated the five Dakota counties of
=8utte, Lawrence, Ouster, Pennington, and Fall River, have been theTecipients of nature's favors to a wonderful degree. Here we find an
·a ggregation of mineral wealth, excellent soil, magnificent scenery, and
pleasant climate, such as not to be found in a similar area elsewhere on
-t)he globe. The Black Hills produce all the gold and silver miued in
:Dakota, and nearly the entire output is credited to l)ut four mines. The
Bills are full of the precious minerals, and other mines, which are quite
;as rich in gold and silver as the four now paying heavy dividends to
;s tockholders, are simply awaiting capital for their development. The
<Dpening of the Great Sioux Indian reservation, the settlement of this
-expanse of unsettled territory, and the building of railways through to
.the .Black Hills will bring this about.
The following table shows the gold and silver produced in the Black
R ills for each year since its settlement:

~

>877 · · · · · · · · .... : ' : · · ·..... . . . . . . . .
:1878-1879................... . . . . . . . . . .
:1880 . .................................
. 1881............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
1882. ... .. ...... ...... .... .• . •. . . . . . . .
-i883 ...•.•.................•......... .

P,::::::

6,000,000
5,000,000
4, 070, 000
3,475, 000
3,350,0QO

~

188' ...... ... : .. :~: ................

IP,:~:::':~;

1885....... .. . • . . . . . . . ... . . • . .. . . . . . . .
3, 300, 000
I 1886.................................
.
3,125,000
---Total..........................

33,770,000
•

TIMBER, NATIVE .A.ND CULTIV.A.TED.

According to the estimates of the chief of the Forestry Division,
' United States Department of Agriculture (report for 1885), the forest
:a rea of Dakota is placed at 3,000, 000 acres.
rrbe entire area of the Black Bills is a well.wooded country. The
·following trees yield timber in this sect.ion: yellow or NOT:way pine,
1
black aud white spruce, burr oak, white elm, aspen, white birch, ash,
:an<l juniper. About 8,000 square miles, equal to 500,000 acres, of the
Black Hills is covered by timber of merchantable quality, suitable for
-~utting and sawing into lumber. It is estimated that each year in the
H ills more than 20,000,000 feet of pine logs are manufactured into lum·ber, none of which is exported. Nearly the entire stock of lumber used
· in building up this section of the country is manufactured from the
native forests ,
Along the Missouri river, cottonwood, ash, willow, and box.elder tim"ber grows to a considerable extent, occasionally widening into forests
,of the same magnitude. The islands of this stream are invariably
ensely covered with trees and shrubs.
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Around Dffdrs lake there is a large belt of timber, and another much
more extensive iu the Turtle mountains, near the Canada line.
The banks of the Red River of the North are lined with oak and other
forest trees of great size. Its tributaries, the Sheyenne, Wild Rice,.
Maple, Goose, Turtle, Forest, Park, Tongue, and Pembina rivers are
also well timbered.
·
·
The course of the l\!Iouse river is marked by heavy growths of nativetimber, including the oak, ash, aspen, box-elder, an<l other varieties.
On the Ooteaux, between the Missouri and James rivers, and in thebreaks of the hills west of the Missouri, groves of timber occur frequently •
.All of the streams emptying into the Missouri from the west and many
of the lakes scattered about the Territory are more or less timbered.
One of the most salutary laws regarding settlement of the public domain adopted by our Government was that of fostering and encouraging the planting of trees and forests on our western plains. The good
that has been accomplished un der this law in covering with cultivated
trees the bare prairies of Dakota will be appreciated when it is known
that up to date 42,612,750 trees have been planted in Dakota under its
provisions, and are lending their aid towards modifying the climateand solving the fuel question of this prairie region. To be more explicit, 1,091 :final proofs had been macle under the timber-culture law,
in Dakota, on June 30, :).887, and as the law requires 10 acres of healthy
growing trees before the final proof will be accepted, these :final proofs
represent 10,910 acres of cultivated forest, or 7,364,250 growing trees, as
an accomplished result of this beneficial and wise act. But this is only
a partial showing of what has been done in the Territory through the
encouragement by Government of the planting of forest. The goo(l
that would result to the prairies of the West from a continuation of the
timber-culture law, guarded by such careful provisions as Congress may
see fit to place around it, are too great be estimatetl.
MANUF.A.CTORIES AND LABOR SUPPLY.

.A commendable interest is being displayed by many towns in the encouragement of manufactories. Flour mills, creameries, tow-mills, packing houses, wagon and carriage manufactories, broom factories, brick,
terra-cotta, and stone works, plow factories, founderies, polishing works,.
and other industries, are scattered throughout the Territory, and are constantly increasing in numbers.
The :field of manufacturing is a new one for Dakota, and one capable
of illimitable development. With an inexhaustible supply of cheap fuel
underlying every section of the north and west, with natural gas actually discovered, with artesian wells furnishing power for small factorie
at literally no expense, and the spendid water-power of favored localities; with gold, silver, iron, l0ad, copper, tin, mica, salt, gypsum, asbestus, petroleum, and many other mineral tleposits, in addition to the
varieties of valuable building and ornamental stones, the wouder i
t1,at the opportunities for building up pro perous mannfactories, a i
pre ented by any number of localities in Dakota, have been o long neglected.
The Territory is to be congratulated from the fact that the pre ent
year witne · the inauguration of au increa eel intere t in thi. uew
ou_rce of wealth. Effort are now being put forth by the comrui ioue
of immigration to obtain a complete list of the manufacturing intere t
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so far established, but the result has not been satisfactory. Only a partial list can be presented, as follows:
_____
E_st_a_bu_·s_h_m_en_t_s_._ _ _ _ l_N_o_.
C reameries ............................. ·... .
Cigar factories ..... ...... -.· ................ .
Sash and door manufactones .............. .
Tow.mills .............•................... .
Wagon and carriage manufactories ........ .
Cheese factories . ........•.............. ....
Shirt factories .. ....... ... ........... ...... .

~ifi!~-?~no~-~~
-Gas-works .... .. ..... . .•...•.......... ......

8
. ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :::::: :::: ::

Paint factory .......................... . ... .
Founderies ...........••••...•.......••.....
Broom factories .. ........... •.... ....... ....
.Flour-mills ................•........... -- .. .
Oa,tmeal manufactory ...................... .
Woolen-mill ............................... .
{)il.mill ...... .... .......................... .

E_s_ta_b_ll_sh_m_e_n_ts_:_ _ _ _ _N_o_.

_____

1

11

11

28
36
3
7

19
10

2

Brick-yards................................
29
Packing houi:ies. .•.... .. . . . . .. ... ....... ••.
9
Electric.light plants . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • • • . • . . . .
9
Railway machines.hops.................... , io
Street rail ways . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Plow factories . . -. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . • • . • . . . .
3
Breweries... ...... .. .......................
16
1

i ff{~\!!2!1i:~::::::::::=::::::::::::::::: !
1

9
10

119
l
1

1

Saw-mills . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . • • • . • .
Artificial stone manufactories . . . . . . • • . • . • .
Ore.reducing works ....... ... . . .... • .. . • . .
Vinegar manuf'actory . ... ... . .. . .•. . . . . . .•.
Marble and granite polishing works.......
Cracker factory ................. : .. .. . • . • . .
Cooper.shop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9
2

7
1
1
1
1

Besides the above a number of other industries are not classified.
Labor of all kin<ls, skilled and unskilled, finds ready employment, at good
wages. The constant improvement going on, in the way of building np
of cities, towns, and new communities, requires the labor of a larger force
of mechanics than is at all times to be commantled. The construction
each year of several hundred miles of railroad, the public improvements
of the larger cities, and the extensive agricultural interests of the Territory give employment to an army of da:y laQorers. A "labor strike"
is something yet unheard-of in Dakota; nor has there ever been a wellfounded complaint of lack of work or meagerness of wages.
,
CONDI'.I.'ION OF THE INDIANS IN THE '.l'ERRITORY. _

Dakota leads all the States and Territories in the Union (excepting
-0f course the Indian Territory) in the numbers of her Indian population
and the extent of her Iudian reservations, although she is not so proud
of this distinction as she is of her prestige in other directions. Accora.ing to the latest official reports 26,847,105 acres,· or nearly one-fifth of
Dakota-an area greater than that of Tennessee, Ohio, Virginia, Kentucky, Indiana, South Carolina, l\'Iaine, or West Virgi1;1ia; more than
four times that of Maryland, Vermont, or New Hampshire; over five
times larger than l\'Iassacbusetts or New Jersey, eight times the size
Connecticut, twenty.one times that of Delaware, or thirty times greater
than the area of Rhode Island-is set apart for the use of 30,076 Indians.
If the existing reservations were divided equally among the Indians of
Dakota there would be 892 acres for every man, woman, and child.
I addressed a lettP,r to each of the Indian agents in the Territory requesting the information you desire concerning the condition of the Indians, and annexed are the replies received:
'
YANKTON AGENCY, September 15, 1887,
SIR: In reply to your letter of the 10th instant, informing me that you had been re() uested by the honorable Secretary of the Interior to report to the Department on certain matters relating to affairs and progress of the Territory for the :fiscal year ending
June 30, 1887, among other topics ''Condition of the Indians in the Territory," andask:ing me to furnish you with tbe desired information in time to comply with the request of
the Department, I have the honor to state that I have within a few days prepared and
forwarded to the honorable Commissioner of Indian .Affairs my annual-report, nearly
sixty pages of legal cap, which gives a full report of the condition of the Indians;
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~heir farrr~ing, progress, habits, _superstitions, religion, and disposition. I presnme i
1s not desired by you that I agam go over thee tire ground, as such report wonld be
too voluminous. I will say briefly that the progress of the Indians is not satisfactory, n o r is t~eir farming, after having been upon the reservation twenty-eight years,
all that it should be, nor are they as far advanced in civilization as might be expected after so long reservation life.
In morals, they are probably as free from vice as any of the Sioux under the care oi
the Government; intemperance is unknown among them. There are 1,777 Indians.
of all ages, about 500 adults, about 400 on claims or small pat.ches.
I have the honor to refer you to the honorable Commissioner's report for 1886, in
which will be found my annual report, which gives a full statement of their condition
at that time, not changed very much except in increased acreage of land in cultivation, and the temporary troubles now existing on the reservation growing out or
opposit.ion by the old chiefs and a small following of persons who desire to take allotment of land in severalty, which culminated last and this month in driving thesurveyor and his part.y from tbe field, threatening persons who received tbeir certificates with violence to persons and property. These overt acts and threats have resulted in bringing about 55 soldiers from Fort Randall, well-officered, to the agency,.
to preserve order and protect the surveyor in his work and also to protect the persons and property of the Indians who from their own free choice take their lands in
severalty. It is believed that the influence of the troops will be salutary, and tha~
there will not be any serious difficulty in maintaining order and affording the necessary protection.
Very respectfully,
J. F. KINNEY,
United States Indian Agent.
Hon. L. K. CHURCH,
Governor Dakota.

SISSETON AGENCY, DAKOTA, Septeniber 14, 1887.
SIR: In replying to your letter of the 10th instant, I respectfully state that the Indians on this reservation have received but little aid from the Government for thelast five years, hence their farm machinery is generally about worn out, and they need
more teams in order to farm successfully.
Some of them are making a good fiving farming, but this is not generally the case,.
but it is the lack of means to do it with more than for want of energy.
As a community they are very civil and well-disposed, there are two good schools,.
so all can avail themsdvesofthe advantagefor an edncation; most of them are sending their children to· school.
We are now alloting tho lands in severalty, and they are about all taking them. I
am repairing their houses as well as I can with the lumber allowe·d, but their houses
are not as good as they ought to be.
JI'he efforts that have been put forth by the churches and schools have greatly improved this people in their habits and morals. I think that they will make good
average citizens.
Respectfully, yours,
J. D. JENKINS,
United States Indian Agent.
L. K, CHURCH,
Go1•ernor of Dakota.

CROW CREEK AND LOWER FRULE A.GE

•cy,

DAKOTA,

September 17, 1887.
Sm: In reply to your letter of the 10th instant, I have to state that I have under
my charge at this agency about 2,500 Sioux Indians. They aro peaceably inclined
tow:ud the whites, and rarely quarrel among themselves.
They are making good pro~ress in agricultural pursuits, and learning to appreciate
an English eclucation for thell' children.
Tb_e policy of the pre ent administration in urging the "land in severalty" plat?,
and_ m encouraging schools for teaching Engli h and di couraging tho use of their
Indian language, must in due time make self-supporting citizen of these people. I
believe the progress of the Indians throughout the Territory is very commendable
and highly satisfactory.
Very respectfully,

Governor L. K. Cuuncn,
Bismarck, Dak.

W. W.

A..NDERSo~·,

United States Indian .Agent.
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FORT BERTHOLD (DAK.) AGENCY, Septernlet• l!), 1887.
SIR: Referring to your letter of the 10th instant rnqniring as to the condition
of the Inclians of the agency, I have the honor to state our Indians numbered at the]ast annual census, in June last, 1,289, as follows: Arickarees, 501; Gros Ventres, 502,.
and Mandans. 286. I consider that they have, during the past year more than ever
before, made a rapid stride toward self-support and civilization, aod that they are now
in condition to continue to advance year by year, cultivating constant]y a desire to be,
like the whites, an independent self-sustaining people. They seem fully to realizethat the time has arrived when they must care and do for themselves, and that thiscan only be done by their own effort, willing to do all in their power to accomplish this.
end, providing they are properly encouraged and assiste<l.
The custom of these Indiaus formerly has been to live huddled together in a village·
of about three hundred log huts, occupying an area of about half a mile square, subsisting themselves, in addiLion to the rations issued to them by the Government, by
hunting and cult ivating small patches of corn. Within the past three years this,
whole mode of life has been changed from one of almost complete idleness and superstition to one of industry and a desire for something higher. The village where they
have lived for a hundred years has been by them destroyed, and they have settled on
farms of choice selections of land along the Missoufi, and have commenced in reat
earnest an agricultural life.
In December last they ceded to the United States 1,950,000 acres of their reservation, reducing the ·same to about one-third its original size, for a compensation of
$d0,000 a year for ten years. thus showing the sincerity of their desire to want civilization, as this money is to be expended for them in their welfare and dvilization.
This agreement. not reaching Congress through the President till January 17, 1887,
came too late for action at the last session. It is earnestly hoped, however, that Congress will at its next session promptly ratify this agreement, in order that the Indians
may comply with its provisions and share its benefits, which will do more for their advancement in civilized pursuits than anything which has been done for them in the
past; the provisions of which are such that I predict in a very few years they win
become sufficiently civilized to take an active part as citizens in the development
of the Territory.
Very respectfully,
ABRAM J. GIFFORD,
United States Indian Agent.
Hon. L. K. CHURCH;
Bismarck.

PINE RIDGE AGENCY, DAKOTA, September 24, 1887.
DEAR Sm: Replying to yours of 10th instant, requesting information in regard to
condition of Indians in the Territory, I have the honor to inform you that we have
on the Pine Ridge reservation 5,188 Indians. 'I'hese are all Ogalalla Sioux, with th@
exception of 529 Northern Cheyenne.
It can be safely said these peuple are making steady progress toward civilizationt
although the progress is slow and much work is required. to be done before they
reach the point where the parental hand of the Government is no longer needed .
Their nomadic nature is a great hintler11nce to the success we are trying to achieve in
settling them permanently upon their individu al lands, and is the source of much
complaint from neighboring districts over which they persist in roaming in pursuit of'
game regardless of instructions to the contrary.
It is _a matter of sa~is_faction, however, to be able to st~te that these hunting parties
rarely 1f ever do any lilJury to persons or property while off the reservation, and I
trust that in a short time we may be able to confine them within the prescribed
limits of their own lands.
Very respectfully,
H. D. GALLAGHER,
United States Indian Agent.
Hon. L. K. CHURCH,
Governor of Dakota.

STANDING ROCK AGENCY, October 13, 1887.
Sm: Replying to yours of 10th ultimo, relative to "condition of the Indians in the
Territory," I have the honor to state that the Indians of this agency are well disposed
and peaceable, and while their progress is slow they are steadily advancing in the
"white man's ways." Their present efforts in agricultural pursuits is commendable,
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while th~ attention _t h at i s now being given to educating the young, is encouraging
,t o those rnterested m the welfare of the Indian race. I regret t hat my absence from
.the agency f~r some weeks has prevented me from replying earlier.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient ser vant,
J AMES MCL AUGHLL.~,

H on. L. K. CHU RCH,
Gove1·nor of Dakota, Bismarck, Dak.

United S tates Indian Agent.

DEVJL'S LAKE AGENCY,

October 4, 1887.

_ Sm : I have the donor to acknowledge receipt of your communication of the 10th
:instant, and to state that absence from home is the reason why I have not answered
it sooner.
The condition of the Indians on the Devil's Lake reservation is very satisfactory
-and encouraging, as about all are in a fair way to become self~supporting. They are
.sober, industrious, and anxious to cultivat.e friendly relations with their white neigh·b ors by adopting their customs and habits. There are 927 Indians on this reservation, 210 farmers who cultivate farms in severalty wirh great success, as their yield
-0f grain this season will reach about 100,000 bushel!3; 75,000 of this wheat, and 25,000
,oats, besides corn, potatoeil, and other vegetables in aLundance.
If all were supplied with work animals anu implements, it would be but a few
_years until these people would be in a very prosperous condition, and successfully
travel the white man's road without further assistance from tho Government.
The Indians and half-breeds of the Turtle Mountain reservation and vicinity are in
very poor circumstances, and if something is not done very soon to enable them to
work (which they are anxious to do if they bad tho means) and earn their own living
there will be trouble there in the near future, as the subsistence furnished by the
Government is nc1t half enough to subsist all who have no means whatever of supporting themselves.
To prevent starvation and trouble with these people this winter, Congress should
make an appropriation as soon as possible which should be iromodiate1y available for
the purchase of provisions. One thousand two hundre(l and ~fty sacks of flour and
125 barrels of pork are all the provisions we havetofeeclabout 1,200 people for one year,
many of whom have nothing else to depend upon, except what little can be earned
l>y thro sale of buffalo bones picked up on the· prairie. I am satisfied that unless more
subsistence is furnished these people many will have to help th~~1selves to wh_at-ever they can find in the country to prevent themselves and fam11Les from starvrng
to death.
Very respectfully,
JOHN

vV.

CRAMSIE,

United States Indian Agent.
His Excellency L. K. CHURCH,
Governo1· of Dakota.
THE OPENING TO SETTLEMENT OF .A PART OF THE GREAT SIOUX
INDIAN RESERVATION.

The Great Sioux Indian reservation stretches from the Mi ouri river
on the east, to the Black Hills on the west, from the Nebra ka boundary on the south, almost to the city of Bismarck, in northern Dakota,
and occupies nearly one-fourth of the area of Dakota. Including the
old Winnebago, which bas been decided to be a part, it is the large t
Indian re ervation in the United States out ide of the Indian Territory.
It contains 22,010,043 acre , on which reside 23,093 Indian , _of ~~th
sexes and all age , which would give 95:3 acre of land to every rnd1V1dual of the entire l)Opulation.
.
A bill, popu1arl,v known as the Dawes Sioux bill, which had for it
purpo e t be curtailment of tbi 1~.,rge re ervation and the opening .to
ettlement of about 11,000,000 acres of land therein contaiued wa mt_roduc <1 in tbe Forty-eig!Jth Congre s, pa ed the Senate, and ~a
favorably report d upon l>. the Hou ·e Committee on Indian ffair .
The same mea urc was prt-, ·ented to the Forty-ninth Congres , pa ed
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the Senate, and would have become a law, undoubtedly, had the matter
been presented to the House by the chairman of the committee having
the bill in charge. It is hoped that at the approaching session of Congress this measure will receive the attention and consideration its im
portance so justly deserves, and that before the expiration of another
season at least one-half of this vast domain, larger than the State ot
Indiana, South Carolina, Maine, or West Virginia ; more than three
times the size of Maryland, Vermont, or New Hampshire; over fom
times that of Massachusetts or New Jersey; seven times that of Con
necticut, and nearly twenty times the area of Delaware, almost every
acre of which is now unproductive waste, will be thrown open to settlement. The passage of this bill, and the opening to settlement of nearly
one-half of the lands now contained within the boundaries of the Great
Sioux Indian reservation · as proposed, will .give the people of the
densely settled areas access to the coal fields and lumber forests lying
west of the Missouri river, and to the salt, petroleum, iron, and othe1
deposits useful in building up cities and manufactories.
Ooal and lumber are among the most expensive items to the people of
the Territory; in the Black Hills west of the Missouri river, coa;l and
lum uer are to be had, sufficient perhaps to supply all the needs of our
population, from all of which, and the traffic and business intercourse
with 60,000 residents of the far western portion of the Territory, we are
entirely cut off so long as the Great Sioux Indjan reservation remains
closed to settlement.
EDUCATION,

SIR: Dakota has passed the time of phenomenal growth, as shown in a more numerous population and increasing number of school-houses and an enlarged t1txation
for the support of the schools. She must now be content with a slower growth than
has characterized her progress in the decade closing with 1885, as shown in these tangible results; but though slower in these directions, it does not ~rgne that there is
not a substantial and certain growth in the educational affairs of the Territory.
The statistics herewith reported present a very healthful growth, but the most important results of school work can not be tabulated nor presented in statistics. As
the excitements that ·usually attend rapid settlement and material development in a
measure subside, men are disposed to attend more and more to the immaterial affairs
of life. We already have ample evidence of this change in the rapidly nmltiplying
private and sectarian schools; in the anxiety which men manifest to secure the establishment of these schools near to their homes, and in l!,n awakening interest in the
real progress and work of the school. The past year has been fruitful in new schools,
and we may safely assert that education has shared fully in the general prosperity,
and in the steady development of the Territory it has more than held its own. The
people of Dakota generally have a lively, if not an enthusiastic, interest in the schools
and education. They are demanding be~t~r schools and are liberally voting t~xes
ui,on themselves for the purpose of prov1dmg and supportmg them. The children
are kept more continuously and regularly at school, the best teachers are being sought
and employed, and the length of terms is gradually increasing. In many of the counties it is with the greatest difficulty that a teacher without a special training for her
work can find employment. Normal schools are increasing in number and efficiency.
The demand for more numerous opportunities to obtain a professional training for
the work of teaching was met by the last legislature in an act authorizing the appointment of certain schools to give a normal training at the expense of the Territory. The ~reation of the Territorial hoard of education, by increasing the number
of perso~s rn the educati~mal de~artment, ~as m3:de that department more prompt
and efficient, and enables rt to perform all of its duties and to have more time to unify
and. systemati~e the educational. work. 'fhe ~ounty supervision is becoming very
efficient. The mcrease of school mterests_bas, rn the first plaee, matle it necessary to
secure capable men for the office of oounty superintendent, and the increasin()' wealth
of the people bas, in the second place, made it possible to iilecure them. There are
numerous inst2.nces where men of eminent ability and of extended experience in the
school work of our Eastern States are now superintendents of some of our counties.
School men are being sought for these positions and are generally chosen.
INT 87-VOL
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COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF STATISTICS.

The following summary of statisti-cs of the public schools Qf Dakota Territory for
the _school_year_ b~ginning _Ju_ly 1, 1886, and ending June 30, 1887, is presented in comparison with s1m1lar stat1st1cs for the years ending June 30, 1884, 1885, and 1886.
The report of 1884 is for a period em bracing fifteen months.
SUMMARY.
188(.

1885.

1886.

1887.

Number of counties reporting . .••••..••••••.
86
65
76
83
948
X umber of school townsliips organized ••••••
781
865
567
Number of school districts organized .. . ..•.
4,156
1,042
1,062
1,150
Number ofptrsons, June 1, 1886, over 7 and
109,475
under 20 .,ears . .
. . . _.... _.........•....
87,563
77,499
103,383
87,131
Pupils eurollrd in public schools.,.........•.
69,074
50,031
82,866
67
Percentage of attendance of those enrolled . .
63
66
65
Percentage of chihlren of school age attending school ... . . . ..... .. ........... .. .. .. .................
80
79
80
Average cost of tuition per month for each
$2. 57
pupil ....... .. ... ...... ..............•• ••..
$2. 28
$2. 53
$2. 20
1,690
1,284
1,614
N um her of teachers employed, males ....•••
863
3, 2.M
2,048
2, 861
3,441
Number of teachers employed, females ....•.
4,924
4,135
Number of teachers employed, total ........
2,911
5,055
$34. 81
$38. 23
$35. 42
Average p ny of teachers per month, males . .
$38. 43
$30. 36
$30. 92
Average pay of t E>achers per month, females .
$31. 72
$31. 29
201
339 ·-·---·- -·····
Number of schools, graded .. ......... ......
69
4, 065
3,565
2, 988
1,930
Number of s chools, ungraded .........•...•• .
1,990
3,279
3,900 .......... ... ..
Number of schools, total. ....................
112
101
99
110
Average number of days school was taught ..
339
629
722
895
School-houses built dm in/;( the year ... ...••.
72
100
116 ·-·-··-· -··--·
Whole number of school-houses, graded . .•..
3,825
2,629
3,351
w·hole rnim ber of school-houses, ungraded ..
1,849
123
151
134
Population to E>ach school-house ..........•.. .............. ...
90,227
110,111 ····---------Sitting;, in school-houses .... ... ......•......
69,560
Value of permanent school pt'operty .........
$1,689,658
$2,187,850 $2, 989, 696. 29 ~ 3, 265,.590. 74
365 ···--- -------579
398
Ctirtificates i:asued in school year, 1st grade ..
94 2 .................
836
CertHicates issuetl in school year, 2d grnds ..
861
1,375 -- -------- ---1,026
1,161
C ertificates issued in school year, 3d grade ..
Certificate8 issuecl in school year, probation
535 ------ --- ---··
j?;rade . ... ..
. ... . . ... ...... .. ......
605
486
3, 59'J
3,208
2,901
CntificateR issued in school year, total .•.•••
8,011
493 ------ -- ---- -407
404
Nu::nber of applicants rejected ..•••••.....•• .
$3, ]98. 00
$3,686.75
County institute fees received .....•...•...•.
$2,888.00
$2,961.00
Same remaining on hand . ..... .... ..........
$2,521.54
$2,925.87 ------ --····-·
$1,897.00
N urn berof different schools visited by county
2,924
sup· riutendents
... ......•.••....•••.•..
1,640
2,408
4,328 ······· ..... 63
Whole number of visitations . .....••..•.•.•••
2,806
3,360
63
County in stitutes held . .... . ........... .....
88
39
198 ·········· ···2
Sessions of county teachers' aiisociations ....
70
116
Ses1:1ion1:1 of tert itorial teachers' asAociations . .
2
2
2
Amount paid antl due school officers for serv$58,465.06
ices and expenses .. . .. . .. .. . •. . .
. .....
$31,746.13
$16,341.50
$13,760.41
Amount p aicl and due to coant-y superintend47,328. 52
ents .......... ..
7i
49,315.
32,639.00
37,652.02
1, fJ37, o;;a. 38
Par value of school b'o°~cls
1, 070, 565. 00 1,602,581. 77 2,013,831.72
289,
OU. 93
Amount of school warrants outstanding .•••.
32-l,
400.
92
360,376.68
353. 628. 65

----------····

-~~tstit~°a{~g:::::::

RECEIPTS.

-----

=-==

Cash on band July 1, 1885 . ..•••.••••••••••.•. $123,491.89
Rec •ived iuto special fund from all sources ..
6u2, 876.18
Rece!ved i:rorn county apportionments ..•••••
305,242.22
Rec 1ve1l lrom sale of bonds ......••••••..•.
572,952.07
R <'ceiv d from coant.v boards, eto .••...•..... . . . . . - ......... .
Received from appropriation , etc .•.••• ..•.. ....................
Total receipts to June 30 .........•..••. 1,603,562.88

$262, 554. 23
670, 5 0. 39
36(), 379. 37
608,725.71
38,092.08
18l, 425. 00

$328, 082. 11
1, 116, 002. 6 l
367,876.43
42 , 588. 60
49,315.71
50,400.00

$381, '.!'i3. 53

............ ....

-- ---- -·······
··············
. .. ... . ......
···· ·········

I 2,141,756 79

~ · ~~~ 1,844-,--

$694, 659. 84
51l0, 0 1. 26
182, 701. 43
141,188.53
75, 974. '.!6
1, 594, 695. 32
37. 652. 02
439. 46

$575,40 . 95
691,407. '.:!G
210, 5 2. 19
165. 14.}. 51
15!>, 93!l. 0 I
1, EO~, 54.!. 04
49, ,ll:i. 94
...
2,793.67 ......:i;ii".::.>

EXJ?ENDITURRS.

For chool-bous , sites, and a.ppendagee .••• $tl31, 962. 83
For trachers' wa~e .......•....•..•.•.•.••.
894, 7 5. 47
For inci1h·ntal exp1•nscs ...... . ....•.........
135, 400. 70
.A.s iut •re. ton liouds . . . . . . . . . . . ......•.....
73, 7i9. '.!2
I<'or pmpm,e~ not b1·for inclnded . ......... .
70, 914. 50
To I t·ommou -&cbool expcnd1turrs ......... . 1, 306, 78. 72
Paid ro11nty s11po1intcu!lcnt b_v counties . .. .
32. 630. oo
E pend ·d I.Jy counties for in utntes .......• .
1, 000. 00

I
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The 4,1!)6 orgauizc.d school districts includes the districts in those c'?"-mties where
t be schools are operated under the district system, and also the subd1strwts of the •

counties operated under the townshi:P system.
.
It will be not.iced that the increase m tbenumberof children of sch_ool age and of the.
number of children enrolled in the schools bas almost kept pace with the growth of
those preceding years of phenomenal growth. The report shows a grand total of
109,475 children between the ages of seven and twenty years. _The percen~a,ge of
those enrolled shows an .increase of 1 per cent. over the precedmg year, while the
percentage of the whole :qumber attending mak~s an increase of 9 per cent. over the
preceding year. !£'his means that many more children of school age were enrolled m
the schools than ever before.
.
.
. The cost of tuition shows an increase of a few cents per .month per pupil, which,
taken in connection with a slight decrease in the average wages paid to ~ea~hers, the
increase in the number of the pupils enrolled, and a decreased amount p~1d for perI?anent improvements, indicates a considerable increase in the lengfh of time for which
school was taught and a decrease of the indebtedness. We find the average num~er
of days taught has increased from 109 to 112, and that the amount of outstandmg
warrants and of outstanding bonds has been materially decreased.
The report shows that a fewer number of persons were engaged in teaching during
the year than was shown by the former report. The number of s~hools in_creased ~t
the same time indicates more continuous work for those engaged m teacbmg. This
tendency is looking in the direction of a profession of teaching for Dakota.
The number of institutes held during the year shows an increase from 58 to 63, and
the amount paid in support of them has increased from $~,793 to $3,718.
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The foregoing table shows somewhat of the remarkable growth made by Dakota
and her school system during the twelve ~'ears beginning witb 1875 and ending with
1887. Not only do these figures show a vast increase in the school population, and a
consequent increase in the number enrolled, but it shows that in proportion to t1e
whole number a larger per cent. of the children are enrolled in the schools, and further that those enrolled are attending more regularly than in the forepart of period
covered by these statistics. In 1875 only 53 per cent. of the children of school age
were enrolled in the schools and the same percent. in 1879. In 1883 the per cent. had
i1;1creased to 62, while the report of 1887 shows that 79 per cent. of the schoo_l population attended school for the whole or a part of the year. During the year 1879 only
25 per cent. of the school population were in regular attendance at school. Tho
per cent. of the population attending regularly in 1883 increased to 37, while in 1887
we make the magnificent showing of 53 per cent. attending every day for the whole
term of 112 days. In this respect Dakota leads nearly all of the States.
The whole number of teachers ha:, increased from 208 in 1875 to 4,924 in 1887, but
the average wages for the ·same period shows a slight decrease for the male teachers,
while the wages of the female teachers bas increased from $25 in 1875 to $30.36 in
1887.

The school population multiplied thirteen times during the period from 1875, and
at the same time the numl>er of schools multiplied twenty times. In 1875 there was
one school f?r every 40 pupils of school age, and in 1887'there is one school for every
28 of the children of school age. These figures explain in part the more general and
reg~lar atten_<lance during the l~st years of the period, but only in part. Much of
the mcrease m the attendance 1s doubtless due to the increase iri. the wealth of the
people. Many parents in the early days were compelled to keep their children at
home _to work in various capacities on the farm. The steady prosperity of these years
h~s given many 1;1-1ore of the ~omforts of life and has enabled parents not only to do
without the service of the children, but to provide them with books and clothing nee-
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essary to attend the schools. Tlie real object and best results of the public school
will be most nearly realized in that community where the largest proportion of the
population comes most directly under the influence of the school. In these items
Dakota bears comparison with any of the older States of the East, which surely
argues that she has accomplished much in the few years since the organization of
her school system.
COMPARISO~ WITH OTHER STATES.

Probably no State or Territory in the Union hits had such a remarkable growth as
Dakota. Surely none have accomplished so much in the same period of time; indee_d
many have not accomplished as much in much longer time. What we have done 1s
shown in our growth; what we are is best shown in comparison with other States. In
school population Dakota leads Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Nevada, New Hampshire, Oregon, Rhotle Island, Vermont, and all of the Territories.
In the number of her teachers Dakota is ahead of Arkansas, California, Connectic ut,
Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Maryland, Nevada, New Jersey, New Hampshire, •Oregon, South Carolina, Tennessee, V<.rmont, and West Virginia.
Dakota has more days of school than Colorado, Florida, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maine, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Oregon, South Carolina, Tennessee, West
Virginia, or any of the Territories except Arizona and Utah.
.
.
In the value of her school property Dakota exceeds all of the States and Territories
except California, Connecticut, Illinois, Inc1iana, Iowa, Kansas, Massachmietts, M1<?h. igan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.
Iu the amount of expenditures for the support of the public schools Dakota is in the
lead of the same list, including Connecticut.
But it is in the proportion of her children enrolled in her schools that Dakota
stands most favorable comparison. Upon careful comparison with the reports of the
other States and Territories for 1885, it is found that Connecticut, Florida, Massachusetts, Nevada, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island are the only States t,hat show a
larger proportion of their children enrolled in the public schools. Many o~ them are
far below Dakota in this most important particular. With the exception of the
States of Connecticut, 1''lorida, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Missouri, Nevada, and New
Hampshire, Dakota leads the van in the proportion of the pupils enrolled that attend
regularly. When it is considered that Dakota's population is scattered over ~uch a
wide area, that she is supposed to be more unfavorably situated as to her climate,
and that her soil has until a few years ago been useless as maintaining civilized life,
this feature of the report is perhaps the most surprising- to those unfamiliar with t1?,e
work of education in this Territory, and the most satisfactory to those interested in
the educational progress of Dakota.
RECENT SCHOOL LEGISLATION.

There has been for some time a demand for a new school law or a considerable revision of the ones in force in the past. The legislature of 1887 undertook to revi e
the law, or rather to make a new law. The main features of the law are good and
quite satisfactory to the people, but the same may be said of the Jaw of 11:! 3, which
was repealed by this act. The demand for a change was more for a change in a few
of the minor features of the law, and for harmony in the Territorial system. It ~ay
be doubtful whether in these respects the new law has accomplished what it was mtended to accomplish. Heretofore seventy-one of tbe counties were operated nn~er
the township system, and were known as the township counties. Fifteen countI
were operated under the district system, and besides these two systems there were
many towns, cities, and villages operated under special or general acts pa d by
various legislatures. The new law does not aim to harmonize these system , but
simply takes the place of the law of 1~83 in the seventy-one counties to which the
latter applied. It does, ho~vever, provide a general law for the organization of town
and cities as independent schools.
. .
T~e la.w of 1887 bas made considerable chan(7e in the organization and adID1IllStrat1on of the school system of the Territory. The general snpervi ion and control
of public instruction is vested in a Territorial board of education con i ting of thre
l).lember. appointed by the governor. The Territorial superintendent i a member of
th board and its chairman, and when the board is not in ses. ion the other memb
are asai_ tant superintend nts. The members of this board at present are Eogene .A.
Dy , of Mel~ett , ·uperintendent j George .A.. McFarland, of Scotland, ecretar:,; and
1i ra_nk !,.., W1l on, of Bathgate, vice-president. This board prescribe the rnl_e ~or
all i~atitute and _exam ination , prepare all examination q ue tion , grants Terntor, _I
c: rhfi ·at , pr<?v1des for the printing of the law, and of all blanks and repo , d1r eta the eupenntendent.s of cou1;1tie~ in their work, and makes annual report to the
governor. The township orga.mzat1on is somewhat changed. Each school h
a
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representative upon the township school board, and each school district bas definite
fixed boundaries. The township school boar d is by law required to grade teachers'
wao-es according to the grade of certificate held. The county superintendent of
sch~ols is now to be elected in Jnne instead of at the general election in November.
The number of subjects upon which ·teachers are examined has been increased by t he
addition of physiology and hygien e for all grades of certificates, and of algebra,
geometry, natural philosophy, civil government , physical geography, book-keeping,
and theory and practice for those who desire the fi rst -grade certificate. The Territorial board ~f education is authorized to designate ten auxiliary normal schools, and
provision is made whereby the township school board may establish and maintain a
high school for the township at his expense.
FINANCES.

The financial condition of most of our school corporations is very good. The amount
of outstanding warrants is not large, and t hey are good for their face value and are
easily sold at a small discount. The school bonds fi nd ready sale at t heir par value,t
and in many instances are sold above par. The unpaid warrants draw interest at ts
per cent., and the bonds vary from 7 to 8 per cent. The interest on bonds is usually
paid promptly when due, and the bonds are in most counties cancelled at maturity.
Taxation for the support of common schools is of four kinds: (1) The county clerk
at the time of making the annual assessment levies a t ax of $1 upon each elector ;
(~) at the same time he levies an additional tax of two mills upon each dollar of taxable property in the county, and the fund raised by these two proportion to the children of school age resident thereof as shown by the last school census; (:3) a township tax not exceeding 3 per cent. of the taxable property of the township is levied
by the township board for the support of the sch ools of the township; ( 4) the patrons
of any given school may meet in what is kno wn as a subdistrict meeting and vote an
additional tax upon their own property for the support of the school of their own subdistrict. The tax leyied for schools is spread upon the tax-list by the county clerk
the same as levies for other purposes, and the t axes are collected by the coun ty treasurer. The funds raised by county t axa tion is apportioned by the county superintendent to the several corporations in the count y in the proportion before mentioned. The
money is drawn from the county treasury by t he several township treasurers and is
by them paid out upon orders from the tow nship clerk.
.
PREPARATION AND QUALJFICATI ON OF TEACHERS.

Certijicates.-Teachers to be legally employed in t he common schools must hold a,
certificate of qualification from t heir county su perintendent or from the Territorial
board of education. To secure a county certificate the candidate must pass a successful examination on the common branches of study, and in certain other subj ects
prescribed by law. The standard of qualification is prescribed by the Territorial board.
The county certificates are of three grades, the first, second, and third valid for t he
period of two years, a year and a half, and one year, respectively. Besides these certificates the Territorial board grants, upon satisfactory examination, certificates of
t wo grades. The normal valid for a period of five years, and the professional valid
for ten years. The standard of qualificat ion is gradually being raised and the weak
and inefficient teachers crowded out by r igorous examinations and the advancing
standard of qualification.
Institutes.-The teachers' institute has become a necessary feature of t h e modern
school system for the preparation of the t eacher for bis work and as a means of inRpiring him to his best efforts in the behalf of his pupils. Indeed , the instit ute has
become quite a "special feature" of the educat ional system of Dakota. Much interest has always been manifested in the instit ute by teachers and school officers and it
has been made liberal use of as a means of improvement, but the recent Ia~ gives
a renewed i~petus. to t~e institute, by plac_ing that work under one general head,
t hereby makmg umformity and syst em possible. The law places all iustitutes ·u nder
the ~en~ral cont~ol of theTerri_torial board, and t h e ins~ructors are appointed by t he
Terr1tonal supermtendent advised by t he board. Institutes have in the past been
almost entirely nnder the control of the county superintendent, and alt hough they
h ave bee~ qu~te successfully conducte<l~ m~cb force has been_ lost through the lack
of anythmg like a plan of _work. One mst1t ute per year has m gener al been held in
each county. Last year sixty-three were held in the Territory. The board is now
planning to hold two institutes in each cour.ty per year. The institutes are arrano-ed
in two courses, one for the autumn and one for t he spring season. The in struct ors ~re
given continuous employm~nt durin g the course, thereby enabling them t o work for
a lower rate per week. This reduction in the expense with t he increase of revenue
for institute purposes makes two sessions per year possible. The im1tructors meet
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with the board ~nd a _gt>neral p1au of work is formulate<l by which they am gui<led.
The law ~akes 1t obligatory upon the teacher to attc11<l a,ll the sef:<sious, hut they
may receive half pay for'the time spent at an institute if their s<·hool is in ses iou at
the time. The first course of institutes under this plan is now in pro~ress ancl the
reports so fa~ received are very satisfactory. The funds for the support of the i usti
tutes are derived from three sources: ( 1) The Terri tori al lcgislatnre has by law an·
propriated the sum of $50 to each county having ten or more resident teachers; (2:
each applicant for a county certificate must pa,y to the connty superintendent the snm
of $1 as an institute fund; (:3) the county commissioners are empowered to appropriate the sum of, $fi0 or less for institute purposes. The institntes as a rule are but
one week in extent. Tbe law also provides for township institutes at least one Sat·
urday of each month. Many of the county superintendents are using these meetings
as a means of unifying the county work by giving instruction in grading the schoolA
and other work of the kind.
Teachers' associations.-ln addition to the institutes, numerous volnntary association meetings are held, and their discussions and deliberations are interesting anc1
inssructive. Among these the Teachers' A.ssociat,ions of north Dakota and sontb
Da
1
kota are the most notably successful ones. They have a large membership ot teachers in the common schools, high schools, and colleges of tlie Territory. They bold
annual sessions at various accessible points in the Territory.
The South Dakota association is at present presided over by Eugene A.. Dye. It
held the last session at Mitchell, June 28, 29, and 30, 1887. 13.esides these there are
the Sioux Valley association, and numerous county associations in succe sful operation.
Normal schools.-There are two normal schools in the Territory, one located at Madison, and the other at Spearfish, in the Black Hills region. These schools are supported entirely by Territorial appropriation. They aim to give thorough training and
preparation for the profession of teaching. Tuition is free to all residents of Dakota.
The schools are well managed by boards appointed by tbe governor. Each school
has a thorough course of study, and the teachers are well chosen for normal work.
Another normal school has been established at Springfield, but no appropriation has
ever been made to support it.
The last legislature made further provision for the professional training of teacher!!
at public expense in its acp authorizing the Territorial board of education to <lesignate 10 private or sectarian schools to give normal training to classes of not less
than 10 nor more than 25 pupils, the tuition to be paid from the Territorial treasury
ot the rate of $1 per wee.k per pupil. The Territorial board has appointed se\'Cn of
the schools, and other appointments will be made at an early day. The schools appointed are as follows: Jamestown College, Tower Univer ity of Tower City,Groton
College, Redfield College, Pierre University, Mitchell University, anrl Scotland
Academ;-. The board has prescribed t,he course of study and training to be pur uc<l,
and have formulated the rules and regulations governing the conduct of the cla es
and the admission to them.
Beside theRe free normal schools, our Territorial universities have normal departments, and admission to them is free. Nearly all of the sectarian colleges and academies ruaintainnormal courses under the supervision of some member of the faculty.
A. tuition is charged in these departments the saruo as in other <lepartrnent of the
same school. A private normal school has just been founderl at .Milnor, , argeant
county, with Prof. John Ogden as president. This school aims to give a thorough
normal training at a small expense to the pupil. It is the first normal school e tablisbed in the Territory by private enterprise.
Dakota reading circle.-A. Dakota reading circle has been e8taLlished by the _out_h
Dakota Teacher!:!' A.ssociatio11, and has for its object the improvementofth,•teacber m ht
professional an<l g ueral knowledge. It contemplates a, conrse of reading four ~·c_ars
in extent. The circle has ju t entered upon its second year. 'rhe teachers a.re takmrr
hold of tLe readiof{ circle in many of the counties with a, commernlable eoerg~·, aou
it is proviug an fficient means of self-improvemen t. Tho reading circle i ai<led
financially by all fund!:! collectetl by the Territorial board a~ fee for Territorial certi6ca~1-s. Each m(•mher also pays the sum of 50 cents upon llecomin~ a mc>mll r f
the encl . The organization is administered lly an exrcutive committee cho en by
the a sociation. Prof. H. E. Kratz, superiuteudent of the schools of Mitchell, i at
pr ent the secretary an<l ex cntive officer of the committee.
CITY GRADED AND HIGH SCHOOLS.

~n many of th citi
nd towns of the Territory graded and high chools ar mamtam('(} t~at will hear cornpari.·on witli any or th scbool of tho citie. in olcl r t:i_
a toth·~rr.qmproent, the •fficirucJof their teacher ,ortbe ·chola.r hipoftheirpnr_,Il.
Th~ alfa11 of the e cbool ar u ually administered by a special board of education.
Thie hoard mploye a uperintendent who gives a part of his time, if not aU, to the
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snprrvision of the work of the other teachers and to maiutaini'!lg a ~egu1ar a:nd _graded
s:vstem of instruction. The schools are usuallv kept opep durrng eight or mne mo nths
o'f the year. The departments are generally designated as primary, grammar, and
high school, respectively. Several of these schools are grac~uatn~g classes at e~ch
annual commencement. Among these, the schools of Fargo, Srnux 1' alls, G1 and F~1ks,
Yankton, Aberdeen, Huron, Mitchell, Wa:ertown, Bism~rck, and .oth~rs that .rn1~ht
be menti,,ned. Owing to the custom ~~1ch bas her~tofo~·e prevailed rn securrng mdepeoclent districts or schools the mumc11:m1 system 1s so rnclependent as t? be under
no obliO'ation to report any school stat1st1cs except the school censm~, and ID order t o
secure ~ share of the school fund. It is therefore difficult to secure reliable information concerning them that would _be at all unJform. The fo~lo_wing- is a ta~ulatec
list of the most important of the city schools with all the stat1st10al mformat10n obtainable regarding them :

Cities having an enrollment of over 400 pupils.
City.

Principal.

Number of Number of
teachers.
pupils.

E. H. Smith ........................ ..
fu~~~o i-"a:1i;: :::::: :::::::::: ::::::: :: : C.H.
L. McCartny ........................ .
Clemmer ....................... .

Grand Forks ........................ .
Yankton ............................. .
Watertown .......................... .
Aberdeen ............................ .
Mitchell ............................. .
Huron ............................... .

A. F Bartlette ............. .......... .

S. A. Foster ......................... .
B. F. Hood .... . ..... . ...... ........ ..
H. E. Kratz ......................... ..
E. C. Patterson ..................... .

20
19
13
19
7
8
9

11

1,052
773
719

717
458
455
450
450

Cities having an enrollment of between 200 and 400 pupils.
:Bismarck ........................... ..
Scotland ............................. .
Mandan .............................. .
Grafton . ............................. .
Deadwood ......... : ................. .
Redfield ... .................. : ........ .

lf}gY:l;t_:::: ::::::: :::: :: ::: :::::::

Milbank ·........... : ................. .
Pierre .. ........................ . ... .

~:gp~~t~
::·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::
Vermillion .......................... ..

Canton ............................. .
Jamestown* ........................ .'.

C. D. Abbey ...... . :..... .......... ...
l!l
Geo. A. McFarland...................
5
A. S. Parsons .... ........ ............
6
Prof. Woods..........................
6
A. 'I'. Free...........................
6
l!'. S. Beebe ...........................
4
E. Winterer..........................
4
4
Merrill Robinson.....................
W. E. Goodrich......................
4
G. W. Peavy............ . ............
4
F. C. McCiellend ... ... . ,.... .. ......
4
L. A.. Fell............................
4
\V. C. (,rocker . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
4
4
E . E, Collins . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .
W. H. Fort..........................
4
O. 'I'. Denny .................................... .

350
286
262
258
230
226
224
220
216
215
213

210
200
200
200

*Not reported.
HIGHER PUBLIC EDUCATION,

In addition to tbe generous provjsion made by Dakota for the primary and secondary education of her childr<-'n at the common schools she bas made ample provision
for their higher and special education. There are now establishe<l in the Territory
two universities, two normal schools, an agricultural college, a school of mines, and
a reform school. These schools are all provided with elegant and commodious buildings, fine libraries, laboratories, an<l the best of apparatus and implements. But not
only are schools well supplied; the teaching force is of the best that can be obtained
from the various parts of the conntry. The attendance is large for so new and so
sparsely settled a country and it is rapidly increasing.
The University of South Dalcota.-Tbis institution is located at Vermillion on the high
~luffs overlooking the Missouri river. The main building is of Sioux Falls granite,
1s 104 by 72, and bas two wings each 48 by 62 feet. There is also a brick <lormitorv
completed, and one at present nearing completion. The departments are collegfate,
preparatory, normal, musical, and commercial. Tho collegiate offers three parallel
courses-the classical, the literary, and the scieptific. Tbe nniversit.y ha:, . 1luring
the past two years 1Je1-n 11n<lcr the supervision of J. R. Herrick, S. T. D. Th~ present
faculty is composed of 10 aule members, un<ler the presidency .of E ,ward Olson, M.
A., Ph. D. It enrolled during the past year 193 pnpils in all of its departments, and
expects to graduate its :first class in June of 1888.

1
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The University of Nm·th Dakota.-This institution is located at Grand Forks, in the
famous Red River valley. It was established in 1883 by an act of the legislature.
The main buHding is of brick with stone trimmings. is four stories in height, and
its main dimensi-ons are 55 by 150 feet. During a stori:n on June 16, 1887, this buildin& received injuries, but is now being thoroughly repaired. There is a dormitory
building in connection which is 55 by 103 feet and is built of brick. The departments are collegiate, preparatory, and normal. The collegiate department offers two
courses of study-the classical and the scientific. The institution is now and has been
under the supervision of Henry Montgomery, M. A., B. Sc., acting as president. It
enrolled c;lur-ing the past year 75 pupils and has large promises of an increased attenda11ce this year. At present it has a faculty of 6 members, all of whom are well
qualified for the position they bold.
The State Normal School.-Tbis normal school is located at Madison, Lake county.
Its :fine main building and library was at once rebuilt by the enterprising people of
Madison. The legislature at its last session made an appropriation to reimburse those
who bad contributed to the rel!uilding. This institution offers two courses-an elementary of two years, and the advanced of four years. The president is William F.
Gorrie, A. M., formerlyprincipalofthe public schools of Watertown, and well known
in the educational circles of Dakota and Minnesota. The faculty numbers 7 persons. Last year the enrollment was 174 different pupils. The permanent property
is valued at $60,000. The amount of the last annual appropriation is $35,800. The
normal work done at this institution is of a high character.
Territorial Normal School.-This institution is located at Spearfish, and is patronized mainly hy the teachers of the region known as the Black Hills. A fine new
building is in process. of construction for this school. It is located in what will soon
be one of the wealthiest sections of Dakota. The school has an endowment of20
sections of excellent land that can not be sold for less than $3 per acre. Fayette I.
Cook, A. M., is the president, and the faculty is composed of 7. teachers. T~e
number of pupils last year was 104, and an increased attendance is expected this
year. The value of the permanent property is $35,000. The last appropriation was
.
$25,000 .for buildings and $21,400 for current expenses.
The Agricultural College of Dakota.-The Agricultural Co1Iege is located at Brookmgs,
in a very fine agricultural district. There are three buildings-the college hall, the
ladies' dormitory, and the gentlemen's dormitory. Thero is in connection with the
college a farm of 240 acres, with farm house, barns, granaries, tool sheds, etc. The
farm is liberally supplied with implements and stock. This institution offer~ two
courses. The course in agriculLure is designed for the young men, and the course m domestic economy for the young women. These courses are made up of those literary
and scientifi~ studies that are usually prominent in the scientific courses of colleges,
with at least one industrial study or occupation each term. Two hours per day are
required upon one of the following industrial subjects: Agriculture, horticulture,m:awing, shop pract.ice, veterinary pharmacy, type-writing, or telegraphy, and cookmg,
sewing, cutting, household economy, floriculture, or music. The courses are each four
years in extent. It is the aim of the Agricultural College to give a good liberal ed~catio_n and a thorough manual and industrial training. The school is under the preSIdency of Lewis McLouth, A. M., Pb. D. The faculty is composed-of 11 memb~rs, all
of whom are specialists in their respective departments. The last appropriation for
permanent improvements was $54,500, and $37,f!OO was appropriated for current expenses. The total number of pupils enrolled last year was 256.
The &hool of Mines.-This Rchool is located at Rapid City, the terminns of the Fremont, Elhhorn and Missouri Valley Railroad. Its proximity to the vark l mineral deposits of the Black Hills gives it unusual opportunities for securing spedmens and of
studying the wonderful geological formations for which the region is famous. The
school has provided for three full courses of study of four years each-the mining engineering, civil engineering, ancl the general scientific course. To meet the requiremen~s of those desiring to prepare for special positions, it offers several short
cour es of one year ea,ch. The School of Mines building is a commodious brick structure, th~ee stories high. The aim of the school is to furnish facilities for the thorou(l'~
edu_?ation of such persons as desire a special education in mining, mechanical, or c1ent1fic subjects. The tuition is free to all residents of Dakota. Franklin B. Carpenter, A. M., is dean and president of the faculty. The faculty is composed of 7 _instruct?r . They are now onga_ged in their fir t year's work, tJ1ough some ~traction
was g1 v n last year to a cla s m a saying. The legislature of 1887 appropriated for
the erection of buildings 23,000, and for the current expenses of the period of two
years the sum of :20,000.
SPECIAL SCHOOL •

?Ii~

Dakota Deaf-Mute cltool.-Th Deaf-Mute is located at Sioux Falls. The
b_uildrng are w 11 adapted_to he purpose, and have a convenient and healthful location. The work done here 1s of a high order of excellence. Tho principal i Profi
r
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Simpson, who bas been in charge several years. There are 3 assistm1t teachers.
Last year there waR an attendance of over 40 children, and they mad.e most excellent progress. The last appropriation for the current and contingent expenses for
two years was, in total, $33,250, and the sum of $23,000 was appropriated for the purchase of a farm, the erection of barns, shops, etc., and for needed repairs.
The Dakota Reforrn School.-Tbe legislature of 1883 located a reform school at the
village of Plankinton, Aurora county, but no appropriation for the erection of hnildinas or the maintenance of the school was made till the meeting of the legislature in
1887. The legislature then permanently located the institution at Plankinton and
placed it under the control of a board of trustees consisting of :five members appointed
by the governor. An appropriation of $30,000 was made for tbe construction of buildings and the furnishing of the same, and $12,000 for the current and contingent expenses from the time of its completion to the next session of the legislature. The
contract for the building was let August 9, and the work is now in progress. The
building is to be inclosed by January 1 and completed by July, 1888.
IDGHER PRIVATE EDUCATION.

Numerous colleges and academies are to be found in various parts of the Territory
that .are maintained and established by the different churches here represented. This
class of schools is rapidly multiplying. Several of those already founded have large
enrollments and are doing valuable work. The important facts con~erning them are
givtin below.
Pierre Unii·ersity.-This instj.tution is located at Pierre and is under the auspices of
the Presbyterian Church and the presidency of William M. Blackburn, D. D. ThA
faculty is composed of 7 instructors, and the enrollment of last year was 34. Pierre
College enjoys the distinction of having produced the :first Dakota graduate at the last
commencement. The buildings are valued at $43,000 and the school has an endowment of $b00 annually.
.
Yankton College.-This is the oh.lest college in Dakota and is located in Yankton.
It was estaKished by the Congregational Church and is operated by it. The Rev.
Joseph Ward, D. D., is the president. The facuHyconsistsof9members. The buildings are valuP;d at $40,000. Yankton College produced the second Dakota graduate
at its commencement in June.
Dakota Universit.lJ.-'rhis school was established in 1885 at Mitchell by the Methodist
Churcl!, and is under the management of that denomination. Rev. William M. Brush
is president, with Rev. P. A. Reno, A. M., acting president. The faculty consists of
10 members, and the enrollment of the last year was 106. The institution has property valued at·$100,000.
Sioux Falls University.-This school is located at Sioux F alls by the Baptist denomination and is under the presidency of E. B. Meredith, A. M. Seven instructors are
employed in the institution, and the enrollment last year was 100 pupils. The permanent property is valued at $30,000.
All Saints Sclwol.-Thi:s college is also locatecl at Sioux Falls. It was established
by the Episc9pal Church and the president is W. H. Hare, D. D. A faculty of 12
members comprises the teaching force of All Saint s School. La~t year's enrollment
was 73 pupils. The property of the school is valued at $37,000.
Jamestown College.-Tbe Presbyterian Church located this college at Jamestown.
The president is Prof. N. M. Crowe, A. M. Five teachers are employed and the enrollment last year was 40 pupils. The college property is valued at $35,000.
Toi~er Uni~ersity.-The Bapfoit Churc~ located thi~ school at Tower City. The presi'dent 1s Prof. L. C. Dame, A. M. The faculty consists of 3 members. Forty pupils
were enrolle<l last year.
Groton College.-The Presbyterian Church has also established this institution at
Groton. Rev. James A. Marshall is president of a faculty of 6 members. The pupils
enrolled last y~ar numbered 68. · The permanent property is valued at $25,000.
Redfield College .-Tbis is a new institntion, establi:shed by the Congregational-Church
at Redfield during the past year. The first year's work begins in September under
the presidency of Re~. David Beaton, A. M. The school employs 8 teachers, ~nd the
ontlook for students 1s reported to be good. The property is valued at $20 000 and
the school has an annual endowment of $1,800 for three years.
'
'
Augvsta11a College.-This institution is founded at Canton by the Lutheran ·Church
representing the Scandinavian people of the Territory. The president is M. D. MiUer'
A. M. The institution is the same as the other sectarian schools of the Territory but
pupils may be instructed in the Scandinavian language if they choose it. Th~ instructors are 5 in number. The total number of pupils enrolled last year was 98.
Augustana College has propert,y valued at $60,000.
Scotland A_cademy.-This institution was founded by the Presbytery of southeast
Dakota and 1s managed by the Presbytery. Alexander Strachan, A. M., is principal,
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with a corps of 5 teachers. Last year, the first for the academy 12 pupils w6re enrolled_. The perm~nent property is valued at $10,000.
'
-:4,rv_illa Academy 1s located at Arvilla, Grand Forks county. Mias Sadie P. Brown is
prmc1pal. :Four teachers are employed, and 40 pupils were in attendance last year.
It ha!:l buildings worth $3,500.
!'argo Acade_my, at Fargo, bas 2 t~acbers and 30 pupils.
The Catholic Church h as estalJhshed parochial schools as follows: Academy of
S~cred Heart, at Yanktou; St Joseph Academy, at :Fargo; St. Mary's Academy, at
Bismarck; one at Grand Forks, and a school for girls at Aberdeen, recently founded.
None. of these sc_hools have made any report to the educational department. Commercial and ·busmess colleges are established at Fargo, Yankton, and Sioux: Falls.
INDIAN SCHOOLS.

1:he education of the Indian is well taken care of by the different religious organizations. The Episcopal Church is the leader in this work in Dakota. This church
is managing 4 schools in which the children of the red man are taken in, cared for,
and educated. Hope School is located at Springfield, has 3 teachers and 40 pupils, and
property worth $17,000; Miss F. E. Howes is the principal. St. Mary's School, at Rosebud agency, bas 5 teachers, 45 pupils, and property valued at $17,000. The principal
is M.A. Heys. St. John's School has 3 teachers, 40 pupils, and property worth $4,000.
J. F. Kinney,jr., is principal. St. Paul's School, at the Yankton agency, has 4 teachers,
36 pupils, and property worth $2~,000; J. F. Johnston is the principal. The Presbyterian Church provides for an Indian school in connection with Pierre University, and
manages one on the Sisseton reservation. Other denominations are providing liberally for the education of the Indian, and numerous Indian schools have been founded
through individual benevolence.
SCHOOL LANDS.

The subject of the school lands is one of great interest to the people of Dakota;
but, owing to the fact that these lands are still held in trust by the National Government,, there is very little definite information concerning them among the people.
The educational department not having any authority iu cases in which they are involved, bas not taken the time from numerous other duties to mako inquiry about
their condition or value. 'rhe reports have often come to the department and complaints have been made that the school lands were being quite generally cultivated
in some parts of the Territory, that valuable timber was being taken from those ections where it is growing, aud that the lands were otherwise being despoiled. Tue
complainants have been informed that the department has no jurisdiction, but the
complaints becoming more frequent of late, the department determined to send out
circulars of inquiry concerning school lands, aud 81} far reports have been made from
seventy counties, and from these reports the following information bas been gleane~.
It shows that in several localities there are per.sons that care more for present garn
than for the future of the school fund. The danger is that if the tendency to cultivate and occupy these lands is not checked, there will be so strong a sentiment in
certain parts of the Territory in favor of the settler on school lands that it will lave a
controlling influence in State legislation on this important question of the di posal
of the lands-an influence that will be to the advantage of the settler and in favor
of a, great public wrong. Every crop removed from the land diminishes the Yalue
when put upon the market, and the cultivation of them ought to be in some way
regulated if Dakota is to receive her generous gift in all its fair proportions. 'l'bo
seventy counties reporting have a total of 3,684 sections of school land, or 2,~47,7~0
acres. The average value of the land, if put upon tho market at the pre. ent tune, 1s
$5.50 per acre, as cstima.tecl in the different counties. At this rate1 a fun cl of 12,912,680
would be realized from the sale o.f lands in seventy of the counties. Sixteen of the
counties have not reported. The highest estimates are from Yankton county, where
they average $12 per acre. An average value of $10 per acre is reported from Brown,
Be~dle, Bon. Homme, Clay, Codington, Charles Mix, Kingsbury, Lincoln, Traill, and
Un10n counties. Benson and McPherson counties report the av rage value as low
·1.25 J?PT acre. ';l'be school lands are generai.ly above the average in the q nali tie of
t~e soil for farm111g purposes, as shown in answer to the question How many ection~ of waste land in your county Y the question rPferring to the number of cbool
section .• Camphell county reports 10, Dickey and Pembina, each , Walworth 5
Rau_ om 4, .McHenry and Eddy, each ::3, Hamlin, Charles Mix:, Brown, BruM, a~lr
Codrngton, each 2, and _a~Lorn, Clay, Deu 1, an<l Ramsey, each report 1 . ction
f wa_ te land. The r ma10rng counties report noue. But of the 3,634 ect1oos of ·
land m th
couutie , ouly 70 are reported as poor land. Several counties report
iha.t ottto of tho school lan_ds are valuable for other purposes than agrio~lture.
neter county reports 25 sections of valuable mineral land, Lawrence 25 sections of
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timber' .land, and Charles Mix and Grand Forks each report 3 sections v3:luable for
tbe timber upon them. As to the ext_ent to which the school lands_are cultivated the
counties report as follows: In Pembma county n~ady all are cultivated, and m'.1ny
have considerable improvements upon them; Traill county reports fully tw?-tbirds
of the school lands under cultivation; Cass county at least one-half of all; Richland
reports many sections under cultivation; Clay 25 per cent. of all; Ransom report_s 10
-per cent. under the plow; _Steele, ~argent, and M~ody, each report~ several sect10n~
cultivated · Nelson 8 sect10ns · Mmnehaha, 6 sections settled upon, Yankton some,
Union sorde · Stark 3 sectio~s settled and cultivated; Dickey, 2 sections; Grand
Forks, 7 sections or 'more; Lawrence, 3 sections; Fost~r, 3 se~tions; Pott~r, 2; Marsllall, 3; and Hand, Lincoln, and Kidder, each, 1 section cultivated. It 1s reported
that the section in Hand county is fenced.
Respectfully,
EUGENE A. DYE,

Superintendent of Public Instruction.
Hon. LOUIS K. CHURCH,

Governor.
PUBLid INSTITUTIONS.

The public institutions of the Territory are as follows:
Pd JJ tb
]8~

;;:la
g~~j
~'d-~

Name of institution.

~~ ~
~-S s:i 8

l
.Agricultural College, Brookings _____ ..••...•••••••••••••••.•••.••••.•••..•...
University of North Dakota, Grand Forks .••....••••.•••••••••.•.••.•••..••.
University of Dakota, Vermillion._ ....•.....•••••.•••••.••••••••••.••••..••.

[f:i\~~1~t~i~trltii~::: ~::::::::::

=:~: :: ::: : ~:

=:: ==:: :: :::::::::::: :::

School for Deaf Mutes, Sioux Falls········- ·············· ••••••••••...•......
Capitol and grounds, Bismarck. ___ ..•••... ·-···· •••••••••.•••..•...••..•••...
Dakota Penitentiary, Sioux Falls ••.•..•.•...•••••.•••••••••.•••.••••..••....
Bismarck Penitentiary, Bismarck . . . . .. . . . ••.....•..•••••.•••.•••••.........
Nort'h Dakota Hospital for the Insane, Jamestown •••••.••••••.•••.•...•••...
Dakota Hospital for the Insane, Yankton .................................. ..
Dakota Reform School, Plankinton ...•...•....•••.•••.•••..••..•••.••.•......
Total . _... _.. _.....•.....••.....•.. - .••....•.•..•••••...••..••.......•...

-Et
.s s:I~

"C

c,j~.
.,....._;ioo

~-~~
. i:i.8~
a=~
~

$100,140
$42,896
88,241
44,000
88,500
36,200
35,800
25,000
30,000
21,400
35,820
20,000
53,512
33,250
200,000 . ...............
101,475
70,700
95,281
78,260
276,200
107,950
239,960
106,500
30,000
12,000
1,374,929

598,156

In the above table the amounts representing the toi.al cost of buildings and permanent improvements include the appropriations made by
the last session of the 1'erritorial legislature to be expended in improve·
ments during the year ·1887 and 1888.
The capitol buildings and grounds were donated to the Territory by
the citizens of Bismarck, and the above table simply represents their
present valuation.
The Territory has an investment in her public buildings, as shown
by the foregoing statement, of $1,374,920, and if we add to this sum the
present value of lands donated to the Territory by the towns where the
public buildings were located Dakota's invest,ment in public institutions
will exceed $2,000,000.
INS.A.NE HOSPITALS.

The building (completed) of the Dakota Hospital for the Insane located at Yankton, is of brick, on a high, commanding piece of grou'nd
about 2 miles north of tbe city, and is surrounded by a farm of 640 acres'
donated to the Territory by the General Government. The institutio~
0
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is heated by steam, lighted by gas manufactured on · the ground, furnished with water-pipe, and is fitted with the Mou le system of sewerage.
'T he building contains all the latest appliances for the comfort and
management of the insane. The outbuildings consist of barns, ice-house,
slaughter-house, root cellar of brick, machinery store-house, coal sheds,
etc.
Appropriations were made at the last session of the Territorial legislature for the following~ irnprovernent,s, viz, two additional fire-proof
wings, three stories and basement, to accommodate 75 patients each;
another engine-house, 37 by 44 feet, and the intro<luction of an electriclight plant. The number of patients in the hospital November 30, 1886,
the date of the superintendent's last rnport, were 144.
The North Dakota Hospital for the Insane, at Jamestown, comprises
the folJowing completed buildings: Two separate wards, one for the use
of the female patients, and the other for the m~les; kitchen building, including dining-room and laundry; office building, including superintendent's residence, water-tower, barn, outbuildings, etc. They are
built of brick on solid stone baseme1it, on the detached cottage plan,
aft01.· the most approved style of modern architecture for hospital purposes. The buildings are lighted with Edison incandescent electric
lights, supplied with water-pipes throughout, steam!heating apparatus,
and a system of sewerage.
In addition to the present buildings there will be constructed during
the :years 1887 and 1888, under appropriatfons made by the last session
of the Territorial legislature, two detached wards to accommodate 75
patients each, an amusement hall, engine and coal houses, kitclrnn, barn.
for stock, etc.
·
There were 136 inmates confined in this asylum at the time of the
superintendent's last report, November 30, 1886.
THE PENITENTIARIES.

The Dakota Penitentiary, located at Sioux Falls, is a building 54 by
70 feet,, with two wings, 51 bJ 77 feet. It is built of Sioux Falls jasper,
on a commanding site, some 220 feet above the Big Sioux river, and about
1 mile north of the city proper. It is constructed on the most approved
plans for such institutions, after a careful examination l,.,y the directors
of a 1mmber of Eastern prisons. The building is furnished throughout
with steam-heating apparatus and all modern appliances. The penitentiary will be fitted with water and gas during the present year.
Workshops where the prisoners are employed in polishing the native
granite have been constructed in the prison yard. The General Government occupies one wing of the prison for the confinement of offender,
against the laws of the United States. Eighty-six prisoners were coufined in this institution at the date of the warden's last report, Novem·
ber 30, 1886.
The Bismarck Penitentiary, located at Bismarck, is a well constructed
and uitably arranged building, of brick, iron, and stone, containing
72 cell , warden' office, apartments for guards, dining hall, chapel,
barber hop, kitchen, and tore-room. The institution stands on a tract
of 43 acre , 2 miles ea t of the bu ine center of Bismarck. The for11i h~ng, and appliance are after the plans adopted by the older States,
and mclude teel c 11 , waterwork , ewers, launclry, and ·team heating
apparatu _. Additional cells and other betterment are now being prov1d d. F1f y two convicts were confined in thi penitentiary at the date
of the warden' la t report, ovember 30, 1886.
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Annexed are brief reports from insane asylums and penitentiaries.
DAKOTA HOSPITAL FOR THE INSANE,
YANKTON, DAK., September 15, 1887.
Sm: In compliance with the request.of the board of trustees of Dakota Hospital
for the Insane, I have the honor to make the following report:
Dakota Hospital for the Insane is located on section 36, township 94, north of
range 56 west, in the county of Yankton. It is a substantial brick structure, consisting of a center building 54 by 70 feet, three stories, basement, and attic. Connected with it on the east and west are the two wards, each 32 by 124, three stories,
with unfinished basement. North of the center building and connected with it l>y a
corridor, is the chapel, underneath which is the kitchen; north of this are the wash
house and ironing room, 18 by 20 each; adjoining on the north are the engine room
and coal shed. A small artesian well affords a limited supply of water. The actual
capacity of the hospital is 120 patients, but at this date, September 15, we have 160.
To brighten and cheer as much as possible the lives of these afflicted ones, we conatantly endeavor to make their surroundings as attractive as possible with pictures
in the wards, singing birds, plants, flowers, and every available thing to interest and
amuse them.
·
The overcrowded condition of this hospital renders it necessary for us in the majortty of cases on the male wards to assign two patients to one room 8 by 10 feet, thus
rendering renovery almost impossible. In the dormitories of the male wards we are
obliged to put from 12 to 14 patients in a room designed for 6.
The number of patients on hand at the close of our last biennial period, November
30, 1886, was 144, since which date 76 .have been admitted; 29 discharged to make
room for cases of more recent date; 25 refused admission for want of room, and 12 sent home on trial visit, and liable to return at a11y time-.
Respectfully, yours,
J. F. CRAVENS,
Superintendent.
F. L. VAN TASSEL, Esq~,
Secretary of the Board of Trustees of Dakota Hospital for the Insane.

The Territorial legislature at its seventeenth session appropriated the
sum of $92,500 for the construction of two additional wings and other
improvements at this asylum.
Charges of irregularity having been made against a majority of the
board of trustees of this institution, and an examinatiou having been
made by the public examiner, and a report of such an examination having been filed in this office as provided by law, upon careful consideration of said report and the testimony taken, I have thus far deemed it
my duty to withhold my sanction to the expenditure of this appropriation under the ?irection of the present board.
JAMESTOWN, DAK., September 22, 1887.
DEAR SIR: In reply to yours of the 12th instant, I have the honor to submit the
following statement pertaining to this hospital, viz:
·
'fhe North Dakota Hospital for the Insane is in the third year of its existence and
has cared for 248 patients to this date, September 15. From November 1 1886 the
date of our last report to the governor, when we had 1:16 patients, to this dat~ a p~riod
of ten,and one·half months, the movement of population has been as follow;:
.Admitted. Discharged.

~~1e;::::: :::: :::: :: :::::::: :: ::::: :: ::_:::::::::: _......... .
Total. ...................•••.............................

40
32

72

25
14
89

Died.
16
6

22

The number now in the hospital is 147. The mortality during the period named
was unusually large, the deaths, however, occurring among aged and broken-down
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cases, some seven or eight having been received in a moribund condition, and survi~ed_ onlJ: a few days; otherwise the geucr:1,l health has been goo<l. '.l'he two ward
amldrngs m use are crowded to a degree decide,lly against the proper care of patients,
and had I not utilized the basement of tho male ward for the be1,ter class of men inmates, the condition of that building would have been one of positive discomfort .
. The work on the new buildings is not as well forward as the trustees and the supermtendent had hoped at this time, the contractors having been hindered by bad
weather and unexpected scarcity of labor and material.
The preliminary work, in the shape of tunnflls for steam ancl water pipes, corridors
to connect the various building<i and foundation walls, is on a scale commensurate in
solidity with the magnitude of the improvements under way.
The new additions to the institution include a boiler ancl engine house, an amuse~ent hall, two ward buildings, a wing to the office building, and several outbuildrngs for storage and stock purposes. The boiler house is ample in size for any future
need; it is distant over 400 feet from the administration building, w.ith which and the
wards it is connected by a 7-foot tunnel, large enough for the free pas:-;age of workmen. The smoke-stack is 100 feet high, and, like the building itself, is built in a most
substantial manner. The buildings are all to be roofed with slate.
The structure nearest completion is the amusement hall to be used for social gatherings. It will be fitted up with stage and scenery, having an audience chamber sufficient to accommodate all demands for years to come.
The new ward buildings will be somewhat larger than their companions now in
use. The ventilation, heating, and sewerage of the new buildings will not be excelled in any similar establishment in the conntry. 'l'here is not a barred or grated
window in the entire institution, and patients are not fretted by any appearance ot
prison life, which is so often associated with confinement in hospitals for the insane.
In view of the fine flow of water secured by the sinking of au artesian well in the
city, it was deemed advisable to undertake the work of getting a supply through a
similar well at the institution, believing that not only an abundance of water could
be had, but that it would come with force sufficient to be sent throughout all of the
buildings. Considering it no experiment as far as water is concerned, a contract
for putting down the well was let, and at this writing it~ down about 1,000 feet. It
is a dry bole so far, but wo expect to strike water at 1,600 feet, more or less. ·when
completed to plan no institution in the land will be more conveniently arranged or
better suited for the handling and caring for the insane.
Everything is of the most substantial character and redounds greatly to the credit
of this young and growing commonwealth.
The hospital farm aud garden speaks more eloquently than worus for the fertility
of Dakota sl'>il. Our crop of oats is estimated at 3,000 bushels, while the garden has
given our table au abundant supply all summer aucl fall, and now thousands of dollars' worth of potatoes, onions, and root crop of all kinds are being stored for winter
use. Our flower gardens were a delight to visitors. and the source of constant pleasure
to every inmate of the hospital.
Very respectfully submitted.
0. W. ARCHIBALD,
Superintende11t.
Hon. L. K. CHURCH,
Goverftor of Dakota, Bismarck, Dak.
DAKOTA PENITENTIARY.

Sioux Falla, Dak.
D11:AR SIR: In response to your request, I submit the following concerning the affairs
of this penitentiary for the year ending June ~O, 18t:l7 :
Number confined June 30, 1886. _____ ·--··· ·----· ·---·· ---·-· ···-·· .... --·- ··-· 9'2
Number convicts received to June 30, 1887. ___ ·--··· .. _- -- . ·- - -· ... - -.. -- ..... - 30
Total . ____ •. ____ .. __ .. _. ____ • _..• _••.. __ .• _.. ___ . _. ____ ... ___ .. _. _.. _. . . 12'2
Number of convicts discharged during year ____________ ..•.. ____ .·-· .. ·-· .. - -- . 40
Number confined June 30, 1887 __________ ---· ·--··· ·----· -----· .... ···--· ·----·
Of the number discha,rged 4 were pardoned, 3 had sentences commuted, 1 died, and
32 wer re]ea ed on expiration of sentence.
1'.hi p_enitentiary was opened for the care of prisoners on December 13, 1 ~- ince
which time there has been received the following number of convicts for the yea
nam d:
DJ c mber 30, 1882, to June 30, 1883 ____ ·-···· -··· ·--··· .••••• ···-·· ·--~ .••• ·-·

une 30, 1883, to June 301 1884 ____ •••••••••• •••••••• •OJ>• ••_•• - - · · - · . . . . . . . . . . .

59
75

799
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June 30, 1884, to June ::JO, 1885 .......................•• : .......•......•..•.. - June 30, 1885, to June 30. 1886 ..•..........................•.......•..•.. - • • • .
June 30, 1886, to June 30, 1887.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .

77
38
30

Total number received ..•••..............•.....•................•••..... 279
Discharged ..... : .................................•·......•.. . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . 197
In prison June 30, 1887 ...... ...•.. .... .... .•.. .... ...•.. .... .... .•. . .•.. ...••.

82

The management of the prison during the year has und6rgone no chang~ since the
last report, and from results, so far as governing prisoners a_nd internal management
pertains, I am of the opinion that proper methods have been pursued, but t,here bas
been a great Jack of grounJ improvements, due no doubt to tbe want of appropriation for such purposes, as, for fos tance, we have a grand and imposing structure, erected
at an expense covering the entire appropriation for tho erection of the prison proper,
but with no means provided for building prison walls, grading or beautifying the
prison grounds, all of which should be done to bring to full completion the idea contemplated in a perfect prison.
The bill passed at the last session of the legislature appropriating the sum of
$14,300 for electric-light plant, for 4-iuch water pipe and laying same, and for steam
beating and necessary improvements, is an important one. Full compliance is being
made therewith as rapidly as possible, the work is now in progress, and by October
1, 18d7, we will have a complete water and electric-light system, with new boiler and
perfect beating apparatus.
The health of the inmates has been noticeably good, there having been but one
death, and that of lingering consumption contracted before imprisonment. Nothing
of an epidemic character has prevailed, and I am free to say that under no similar condit,ions can there be a more healthy community than are now confined in this prison.
Discipline is well enforced and to an extent that obedience prevails without compulsion. Punishment greater than withdrawal of privileges and reprimands are rare
indeed.
Convicts are employed at "'rave-stone or monumental work, undP.r contract, which
provides that 75 per cent. of able-bodied convicts are at the disposal of contractors
for 26 cents per day. The palauce are reserved for prison work. At present 55 men
are engaged under contract.
Obediently, yours,
DANIEL

8.

GLIDDEN,

Warden

His Excellency LOUIS K. CHURCH,

Governor.

DAKOTA PENITENTIARY,

BISMARCK, September 20, 1887.
Srn: In reply to your letter of the 12th instant in regard to condition and
ma~agement of the Bismarck penitentiary since my last repor~ I submit the followmg:
Number of prisoners in penitentiary, October 1, 1886 ........•• ·•••..•.••..•• · •
52
Number received during the year-en<ling SeptAmber 30, 1887. .•. ••. .. . ••. •. . •
27
DEAR

Total number handled for the year ......•..• _.............. _... _. __ •.. ~
Number of prisoners discharged by expiration of sentence ..•....••••....••.. ~
Pardoned by governor ........................•..... _..••....•.... _... . . . • • .
4
Total ............... _.......•...... ·_.. , ..... __ ......•........•... _. __ - ~

-·

=

Number of prisoners in penitentiary September 30, 1887 .•••••...•... __ •... _
56
.Average daily population for the year ......... ...........•............... __ . .
60
.Average daily cost of subsistence .............................•...... .• .•• . . $0. 20¼
Ave.rage ?aily cost, per co~vict, includin~ pay of offi~ers and guards, subsistence, lights, and fuel, discharge of prisoners, clothmg bedding physician
medicines, incidentals, and repairs .....•...........•..'.....•...'••........ : $0. 95½
Number of days' convict skilled labor ...•... _•............ _ ..• _............
Number of days' convict unskilled labor.......................... . . . . . . . . . . .

1, 5g5
9,800

Total number of days' co~vict labor ..••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11,395
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This total numb~r of da~s' labor (11,395) show an average of 190 days' labor for
each of the 60 convrnts durmg the :fiscal year covered by this report. 'l'bis averaae
would have been much greater could I have provided work during the winter months
f~r all. I_t is hoped that i? the fu~ure the enforced idleness of winter will he provided a~amst by the erect10n of smtable workshops, that I may be able to increa e
the vanety of indoor work, and manufacture within the prison many more of the
necessary articles used therein.
In looking over the labor reports, I find that, since the opening of spring, by beofo0
ning work on the new cell-wing extension and improving the out-buildings and the
penitentiary grounds, of the GO prisoners the daily average of those reported for duty
has been 55, and frequently all have been reported and have been actively employf'<l.
I call your attention to the fact that of aU of this labor none has been contracted.
I aim to confine the labor to the prison proper and t,he out-buildings and surrounding
grounds, and to detail prisoners for work in accordance with their skill and tact; by
this system the spirits; health, and habits of the prisoners are greatly improved, am1
instead of turning out sullen and reluctant for duty, they respond cheerfully. When
not detailed for work, and, have to remain in their cells by reason of no work, they
are di!:!sn.pointed and regard it as punishment. In my experience with prisoners I
find that those who have been taught to labor and do as directed, are, on being discharged, much better prepared to return to the broad field of free labor, and I am
pleased to record that from many discharged from this institution ·I hear favorable
reports.
The conduct of the prisoners has been good, and but few are reported for violation
of the prison rules. There have been but three att,empts to escape.
The food furni!:!hed is plain and wholesome, varied with the seasons and changed
during the week.
The greatest care is exercised in the preparation and cooking of the food. The
health of the prisoners is good. At this season of the year, after an extreme heated term,
when I had expected much sickness, I am pleased to report all fit for and on duty, and
only 2 receive medical care. No deaths have occurred. This can only be acr.ounted
for by my ability to keep all employed and by a rigid enforcement of cleanliness of
their persons and surroundings, by a watchful regulation of the temperature, and a.
thorough ventilation of the buildings.
.
The following is from the report of the grand jury of the sixth judicial district
after their visit to the institution during the month of September:
"That we visited the Dakota penitentiary at Bismarck and found the same scrupulously clean; that the quality of food furnished is as good as could be expected,
and that in every particular the management and conduct of the officers in charge are
such as to elevate the morals of those confined, and tha.t we learn with pleasure that
the management of said prison are taking steps to insure :1 plentiful supply of good
· water, which will enable them to adopt a better system of sewerage.
"Thjs end being accomplished, we would not hesitate to pronounce it a model
prison in every particular.
"GERRITT HAAK,

''Foreman of Grand Jury."

Your obedient servant,
DAN. WILLI.AMS,

Wa,-den.
K. CHURCH,
Governor, Bismarck, Dak.

LOUIS

THE O.A.PITOL BUILDING.

The capital was removed from Yankton in 1883, and established at
Bismarck by a commission, appointed by the Territorial legislature, "to
permanently locate the seat of government."
Under the terms of the removal the city of Bismarck donated the
present capitol building, valued at $100,000, and grounds covering 320
acre , worth probably another $100,000.
The building thus far completed is without the north and outh
wing , a originally planned. It i four stories high, built of native
pre ed brick and terra-cotta, trimmed with. white limestone facing
column ·, and sill .
On the e ond floors are the offices of the governor, secretary of the
Territory, auditor, treasurer, and attorney-general.
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The third floor is occupied l>y offices of the railway commission and
the commissioner of immigration, rooms for the various legislati"ye c~mmittees, the Territorial library, historical co11ectiou, and the legislative
chamber, which extends in height through the fourth story. The council ball is on the fourth floor.
The building, if completed according to the· original design, would be
one of the finest structures in the Northwest.
LEGISLATION.

The laws of Dakota in general are wise, salutary, and beneficial.
The code system exists, and gives general satisfaction.
Upon few subjects only the laws are conflicting and obscure. Some
changes in the revenue laws, a more specific law regarding the creation
and power of private corporations, the repeal of existing laws governing the public schools, and adoption of one complete system i.n place of
two partial systems now in force, are desirable. At the last session of
the legislature a law was enacted providing for the compHation and
publication of ~11 the general laws of the Territory. Tbe compilation
is now in the printer's bands, and will soon be ready for distribution.
The last authorized revision of the code was pnblished in 1877, and
the present compilation will supply a material want. The judiciary of
Dakota is inadequate to perform the work in that branch of our local
government, and there is urgent need of immediate legislation on the
part of Congress authorizing the appointment of at least two additional judges. .
Two new judicial districts could be created out of the territory now
comprising the third, fifth, and sixth judicial districts. The amount of
work in these districts in particular it is impossible for the judges to
perform, and consequently the delays attending litigation operate in
m~uy instances as a denial of justice. The criminal business alone occupies a large share of the court's time, and in many instances grt;at
h ardship occurs by reason of the long delay between terms of court,
during which those who are charged with crime and are unfortunate in
not being able to procure bail are compelled to remain in jail, entailing
heavy expense to the tax-payers and hardsllip to the prisoners, especially
when the offense with which they may be charged proves to be slight
or unfounded; and iustances are known to myself, while on the bench,
where parties have been charged with crime of trivial character, and
after months of imprisonmen t the prosecution has failed to appear or
the grand jury to indict. There is no way by which this can be remedied
save by increasing tbe judiciary-to an extent that will enable it to discharge the present rapidly increasing business.
The fo1lowing letters and. statement reveal the need of an *!crease in
the personnel of the judiciary:
ASSOCIATE JUSTICE SUPREME COURT, DAKOTA TERRITORY,

Fargo, Dak., January 18, 18t37.
Srn: Your favor of the 18th instant at band, asking for informatiou as to
the amount of business done in this di1:>trict. From information just at band from
t1!e clerks of conrt in different counties of this district, I find that between the i6th
<>t ~1ay, 1885, the day I qualified as judge, and the 13th of this month, the number
of Judgments, including decrees enter ed in civil cases, is 1,953. The number of appeals to t~e supreme court is 11. The nnmber on the dockets at issue awaiting trial
1s 649; th is can give no particul ar itlea as to t,he amount of actual cases pending, beca~se attorneys are only req nired to· have their cases put upon the docket ten days
before a term of conrt, and thc)1' rarely 11otice cases sooner.
I have had as yet 110 report as to tlle number of cases which have been pui upon
the docket and been compromised and dismissed. This number must be very large.
DEAR

lN'l'

87-YOL 1--51
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· In criminal cases there have been 98 convictions, felonies, and misdemeanors, 5 ac·
quittals, and 3 disagreements by juries. Of thls number 59 cases have been sent to
the 1,enitentiary, and 1 has suffered the death p_e nalty. In all tbe crimiual cases tried
only in two cases bavetbere been motions for a new trial. One was granted, the other
was denied, appealed to the supreme court, and there affirmed. The latter was in the
case where the death penalty had been imposed. I have held 20 terms of the district
.court, and have bad 20 grand juries; 4 terms of the United States district court and
4 e.essions of the United States grand jury; and have attended 4 sessions of the supreme court, 2 at Deadwood (1,200 miles travel by the usual route), 1 at Yankton
(600), and 1 at Bismarck "(tOO miles).
I have had two of the very best court stenographers, and IJotb have been kept busy
with court work and getting out transcripts.
The amount of work at chambers bas been very heavy and very exacting. Here
issues to the pleadings for the most part are argued and settled, orders for provisional remedies are granted, denied, and set aside, and motions of every character are
constantly coming up.
It is very bard and inconvenient for attorneys and expensive to clients to have to
travel so far to make and meAt motions before the court.
My work is the more wearing from the fact that it take,;i nearly two-thirds of my
tirne away from home.
The population, assessed valuation, commercial interests of this district you have
at hand in "the census report of 18tl5. As a practicing attorney of thiH Territory you
are familiar with the urgent necessity of greater judicial facilities. It looks unreasonable and unjust to our people that one judge should be required to perform the
duties required of him in a district like this, where the lives, liberty, borne, and
property of the citizen are in the balance. I would most respectfully urge the immediate passage of your bill providing for twt9 additional judges for this Territory.
Your obedient servant,
WM. B. McCONNELL.
Hon. 0 . . S. GIFFORD.
FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT.

Comprising 23 organized counties and an area of country 120 miles
wide by 200 miles long.
Thirty terms of district court each year, fixed by law, the, judge being required _also to attend three terms of supreme court held at point
very remote from this district.
In attending the respective terms of supreme and district courts, the
judge travels about 7,000 miles each year.
About 1,..;00 jury cases on calendars at present, about 1,000 haying
been disposed of during the year la.st past.
The judge sits i-n chambers at Huron each Saturday afternoon, and
the number of motions and ex parte matters brought before t~e judgeat
chambers will aveTage 25 per session.
Population, nearly 150,000.
BISMARCK, DAK., Seplentber 28, 1887.
Sm: As requested by you in your communication of the ·12th, I forward information respecting my district.
·
The sixt:J.,judicial district, over which I preside, is composed of the connti of
Bowman, V'"illard, Billings, Dunn, McKenzie, Allred, Buford, Flannery, Wallac ,
Mountraille, Williams, Stark, Hettinger, Boreman, Morton, Oliver, Mere r, McLean,
Ward, teven , Renville, Wynu, Bottinean, McHenry, !beridan, Garfield, Burlei 11b
Emmons, McIntosh, Logan, Kidder, Wells, De Smet, Rolette, Benson, FoBter, Eddy,
St~~sman. La Moure, Dickey, Grigg , Steele, and Barnes; 43 counties in all, and compr1s10g more than one-third of the Territory of Dakota.
Courts are b Id in eleven ubdivisions into which the district is divided. The
court for the di trict, which is held twice in each year at Bi marck, i ve ted with
pow~r ~o try c_ es in which the United States is a party, and the United tate bu ·.
n . ,s 10cr a mg from term to term.
Th!• <?al ndar_ in tb di trict are now practically clear of the large namber of c . ,
r _ma_mm und.1 po, d of when tb di trict wa formed from a portion of the tb1•d
d, tr, -~, :incl cur1 nt bn iu 8 i not thereby impeded.
Tb Jail have very few inrnat , and iu mo1:1t of tlie 1mbdivi ion ar emp y; aud
pect for the court and for law and order is generally prevalent ibroughout the
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entire district. Chamber and court business is steadily enlargillg and now taxes all
the available facilities affordecl.
The district contaillFJ a uumber of snbstantial and convenient conrt-houses, and the
elerks of the con rt and the county 0fficials generally are, as a rule, efficient, and t~e
great need of economy and practicaJ business methods in rhe transaction of public
affairs is being more aud more recognized.
Very truly yours,
WILLIAM H. FRANCIS,
Associate Justice of lhe Supreme Court and Judge of the Sixth Judicial District, Dakota.

Hon. L. K. CHURCH,
Govern01· of the Territory of Dakota.

The judges of the third, fifth, and sixth judicial districts are overwhelmed with work, and the volume of litigation is consta.nt1y growing in proportion to the rapid increase of population in the Territory,
and I earnestly hope that Congress will grant our people relief by proper
legislation in the line of more judicia.1 facilities.
An act for the prevention and spread of contagious and infectious
diseases among domestic catt1e heretofore referred to, and the public
examiners' act, are also among the most important acts passed by the
last legislature, and have been of great benefit. Two examiners' districts were created, and Mr. Charles N. H;trris, of Aberdeen, Brown
county, was appointed examiner f~r tbe first district, and Mr. E. S.
Tyler, of Fargo, Cass county, was appointed examiner for the s~cond
district. I annex brief reports from public examiners.
The law recognizing· the militia was another important act of the
legislature,. and in the brief report of the adjutant-general the scope
of the law is therein set forth.
ABERDEEN, DAK., October G, 1887.
DEAR Sm: Iu answer to yours of September 12, asking for report of the financial
affairs and of the working of the ex'¼miuers' law in this, the :first-district, I have the
pleasure of submitting to you t,he following roport:
.
In starting out to discharge the duties of this office, I found that considerable time
would necessarily have to be taken in order to get correct ideas of the ways and
manners of doing the business -in the several county treasurers' offices, and in the
several Territorial institutions. There being no precedents, it necessarily made the
work slow.
I have examined into t,he methods of keeping t,he books in the county treasurers'
offices. aud have suggested some changes in the way of keeping the accounts which
I think will be of great beue:fit to the severnl officers.
I believe the public examiners' act will prove of great benefit to the Territory, as
it bas a tendency to make public officials subject to examination more careful in
keeping up the affairs of their office, and in almost every instan~e I have found them
ready for an examination. I have been unable to give the county treasurers in this
district .the attention I had hoped to, owi:ng to tlle amonnt of time taken in exurnining the Territorial i°:stituti?ns, which I_ co_mm_enc~d earlJ in May alld have not yet
fully completed. I found m all th~ said m st1tut10ns, with one or two exceptions
a total lack of business principles applied in dischargiJ.Jg the duties of the severai
institutions. In most cases loo8e stubs or memornnda were all that was kept to
show how thousands of dollars bad been disbursed.
I have instructed each of tbesA inst,itutions to procure goocl, substantial cash-books
and ledgers, and to bring everythingi commencing with the present term, down to elate
believing as I do that $~0 invested in snch a set of books will prove a judicious in:
vestment, as they are records that should be preserved, aud they can not be on stubs
and loose paper, or cheap, flimsy account-books.
The officers in all the institutions see the uecessity of it, and have showed a disposition to bring about a change in the ways and urnnuer of keepin(J' these record-s.
_Considerable time ~as been employed since early in May iu exar~'ining the affairs
of the Dakota Hospital for the Jusane, at Yankton, Dak. I found no records to ·
show ho~ large amount of the public fonds for thi.s in8tit,ution had been disposed of,
they bavmg been taken from the steward, where. they rightly belonged, by the
trustees and disbursed by them.
The report of the_ tru~tees showeu that ea?h appropriation had been expended for
the purpose for which 1t had been Pppropnated, and no other record outside of the
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biennial report of the trustees could be fonud to sho,v when and in what amounts the
several appropriations had been expe nded .
Grave charges had come from the citizens of the Territory as to the mismanagement of this institution, but the old trustees had left no record of their biennial report.
·
The examination, which was held later showed that the trustees and not the steward had disbursed $24,450 of the fonds; that they had drawn this aloug in advance
of the purposes for which it was approprittted and wanted, and that it had not been
expended as stated in their biennial report.
.
I hope to have everything in these institutions in such shape soon that records v.:111
sh_ow ~here and how every dollar has been expenrted. The officers of the several mst1tut10ns have all chPerfully coincided with me in my view in this matter, and are
getting their records in shape. This one thing, I think, will be of lasting benefit to
the Territory, as these records are not alone wanted for to-day or t he present board.
I remain, yours, truly,
c. N. HARRIS,
Public Examine1·, First District.
Governor L. K. CHURCH,
Bismark, Dak.
FARGO, DAIL, September 20, 1887.
SIR: In reply to your letter of the 12th ins •ant, asking for information in
regard to the working of the law creating the office or pnblic examiner, worrld say,
that the knowledge that there is such an office has lrnd a: noticeable tendency to
spur up county officers who are inclined to be slack or careleHs in their methods of
doing business, and the possibility of being.called upon without nofice has preventefl
treasurers from using the funds for private purposes.
I _think it has been of great advantage to -those officers who are anxious ~o ke~p
their account-a straight and in good order, but have not been thoroughly trarned rn
business affairs, and I am glad to say that I find them nearly, if not all, ready and
willing to adopt any system that will satisfy, and simpli:(y the work.
We labor under great disadvantage this year, owing to the different interpretations of the existing laws by different county officers, and tlefects in the laws themselves.
We hope for next year to get a uniform and complete set of blanks for use under
the revenue laws.
There are not more than two or three counties in the district that have the, same
form of tax-lists or of tax receipts, but I shall try and have them uniform next year,
and made to fit a complete system of accounting for the same.
Mr. Hayden and myself were both away from home, otherwise it would have received more prompt attention.
Respectfully, yours,
E. TYLER,
Public Examiner, Second District.
Governor LOUIS K. CHURCH.
DEAR

MILITIA.
FARGO, DAK,, September 30, 1887.
SIR: I have the honor to &ubmit herewith a brief report of the the militia of t_hi
Territory, covering the period since the last official report fr~.n this office, bearin~
date January 1, 18tl7.
.
Under t.he old law the term of service was for two years. 'l'here were prior . to
January 1, 1887, 18 companies of infantry and 1 of artillery, the former supph_eJ
with condemned Enfield muskets, the artillery company being without guns or equipments. All of these companies had served their full term of two years at elate ot I~~
rel?ort, and all of them were rngalarly mustered out, their places being fill~~ with
ch1efly new men and new officers, mustered in for three years under tho prov1 ion of
the present law. Three compa.nies pf infantry, one each at Fargo. Egan, and Blunt
were mu terecl out entire and their places filled by new organizat,ion , located re P ctively as follows: Grafton, Watertown, and 'Webster. The present militia. law, :ipprov ,d March 11 1887, authorized the acceptance of additional companie of infantry
cavalry, or artill~ry, the ace ptance thereof bemg wholly in the discr tion of the"?'·ernor of the Territory. By your direction I mu tered 2 compani of mounk<l 10 fantry into tbe servi e for three years ou June 16 1 7 1 at Dun ieth, Roi t
couuty,_the other at_Bottiueau, Bo'ttineau county, tbe ecdmpanie l>eiuo- d ·i~u
as a re H~uary battalion, and locat cl in the Turtle Mountain country, u xt a«IJ cen
to the W1_nn bao-~ re ~rvalion of Indiarn,, and immediately near the .Manit ha boundary. 1b1s battahon 1 a.Ibo in the mid t of the half-breed of that ectio·1.
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The present militia of tbe Territory, designate_d as the Dakota Nation~l Guard,
conBists of 2 regiments of inrantry, of 9 compan_rns ~ach, the one battal10n of th:e
mounted infantry of 2 companies, and a battery ol a.rt1l~ery of two guns .. T~e maximum number of enlisted men to each company, as provided. for by the ex1stmg law,
is 50 men aml 3 commissioned officers. Each regiment of infantry is commau~led by
a colonel,· with a lieutenant-colonel, major, adjutant, and q~rnrtermaster, w1_th the
usual medical department of surgeon ; an~l t_he b3:ttery of ar~11lery by a captarn, ~he
whole comprising one brigade. The comm1ss10n of the brigadier-g_o1:1eral command1?g
the brigade having expired, t~10 command is under t~e ~uperv1s1011 of the semor
rankino- colonel for the time berno-, thouO'h all orders aflectrng the command emanate
from the o-overnor nnd comman<lir-in-chief, through the adjutant-general's office of
theTerrit~ry. The general staff consists of an adjutant-general,~ q_uarterm~ster and
commissary of supply, inspector anrl judge-advocate general, chief of _engmeer and
ordnance, surgeon-general, with usual assistants and complements of aids-de-camp.
The effective strength of this command at present date is 1,031 enlisted _men and
84 commissioned officers of tho field, staff, and line. The general staff consists of 22
commissione<l officers; total number, 1,136.
At date of last report, as stated, the command was equipped with the Enfield mu~ket, au inferior ancl condemned gun. At that time an unsettled account of the Territory with tho United States, covering s,weral dates of issue in ordnance, between the
years from September, 18til, to January 11, 1870, showed an indebtedness of $48,~t4U:-!4.
Tllis amount was for ordnance issued to the various governors between dates stated,
with no corresponding credit of the annual apportionment of arms during the years
mentioned, including the period up to dare. With this condition of affairs, the issuance of new and effective ordnance was impossible. During your administration this
account has been settled, leaving a credit at time of settlement of about $28,000 to
the Territory, due in onlnance; and wi th this credit upon your formal requisition there
has been issued to this Territory 1,000 stand (complete) of the late improved model,
Springfield musket, c:tliber .45, tl.Je very best arm now in use by the United States.
There has also been issued to the Territory, for the use of the battery of artillery, two
3-inch rifled brass cannons with carriages and equipments, complete, one of lhe very
best light field-pieces in US(I, thus making the equipment now in the hands of the
Dakota National Guaru as complete, perfect, and effective as any command of militia.
in the United States.
While the present militia of the Territory is composed of almost wholly new men,
enlisted aud mustered during your administration, within the past six months, yet in
the mauual and drill they have attained a marked degree of efficiency, and are very
proficient for a command of such short experience. The physical condition and appearance of the men is good and the discipline excellent. The uniform adopted is
the same as that of the Army of the United States. The command is required to attend an annual muster and inspection, and each battery or command is obliged to
perform _not less than twelve additional drills, parades, musters, and inspections per
annum.
In compliance with the existing militia law requiring an annual muster, an encampment was held at Huron on September 1 to 6, inclusive-six days-at which all of the
command attended except the residuary battalion of two companies. These companies having been but recently mustered, an encampment was hdd at Bottineau for
t~eir special instruution and to avoid the expense of t~ansport~ng ~hem so great a
distance. At the Huron _enc:i,mpm~nt full and comp~ete mstru?t10n m _brig_ade, regimental, and company drill, mcludrng guard mountrng, was given dally, rncluding
the usu:~l dress parade. A review and inspection was ordered by Col. E. F. Townsend, Twelfth Infantry, U. S. Army, who was specially detailed by the War Department for this purpose. Marked improvement was declared by Colonel Townsend as
made by the command over former encampments. Rifle practice, under Blunt's system, the same as adopted by the U. S. Army, was commenced at this encampment,
some notable scores having been made by these "raw" men. Of the 84 officers of
the command present at encampment, fully two-thirds of them never attended an
encampment in commission prior to this one, and this applies equally to the enlisted
men.
The l>P-nefit of this annual encampment was noticeably marked in the improvement
made. The cause of so many new officers and men, instead of the re-enlisting of the
former commands whose time had expired, is accounted for by the fact that the appropriation of the annual sum of $15,000-the same as now prevailing-seemed inadeqnate heretofore, entailing the necessity of using t-<Ome $3,000 of this year's appropriation to meet the deficiency of last two years' expenses. I respectfully state that
the expenses of this year's encampment, including the clot.bing allowance per man of
$7 each (an increase of $2 per man over last year), also the annual allowanc_e o_f $300
per company for armo1·y rent, will b~ folly met with the annual appro~nat1<;>n at
hand, causiug no deficiency. The absence of pending accounts incurred m this e_ncampment (though estimated at fullest pos1:1ible amount) prevont<1 me from 1mhm 1t.-
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~ing a d~tailed rep<?rt of expenses, as I had hoped to do.in this report. The delay is
the failure of railway companies in forwardinO' their accounts. I am entirely and
assuredly safe in saying there will be some surplus left for the fiscal year from the
amount allowed.
·
The location of the various companies accepted in the militia service of this Territory has been made with a view to their ready accessibility in case of an emergency
or need for troops. The command is so distributed that fully one-half of them could
be assewbled at any point where they might possibly be needed within twelve to
twenty-four hours, and the entire command made avu.ilable within thirty-six hours.
The comm~nd is supplied with 100 rounds of fixed-ball-cartridge ammunition per man.
Th~ ~~lect1on of companies has been governed, first, by their railroad connection or
fac1hties; second, to their possible nearness to Indian reservations.
In this connection it seems proper to state that three separate or distinct demands
fo~ t~oops have been made on the governor of this.Territory by tno citizens thereof
w1thrn the past three years, two of them arising from internal or count~-seat troub~es, the third from the citizens in the Turtle mountains, occasioned by threatened
d~stur?ance from the half-breed Indians of that section. In the latter case, by your
direction, the adjutant-general investigated the demand for troops made last March,
and by the aid of couriers, as per your own suggestion, reached the scene of trouble
promptly, resulting in not sending troops at that time. This trip, in addition to
two subsequent trips to Dunsieth, Bottineau, and Saint John, all towns in the midst
of half-breed settlements, have developed the fact that an almost irrepressible conflict exists betwePn the "breeds" and the white settlers of that section, which fact
is deserving of more than passing notice. The section alluded to, in the Turtle Mountain country, is in and around the reservation set aside by Government for the Winnebago Indians. The distance of the Manitoba boundary line from these half-breed
settlements averages about 15 miles, and seemingly no obstacle exists to the going
and coming of these migratory bands of half-breeds. The seat of trouble lies in
the settlement of the Winnebago full-blooded Indians, a band of less than 300, but
with which fully 800 to 1,000 half-breeds claim relationship. They claim all the
land in that section, two townships of which have been settled upon and occupied
by white settlers for from three to five years. The claim is persistently made that
none of this land has ever been ceded to the General Government by these Indians
or their representatives; that they and their relatives have occupied these- lands for
many years: and that they have never left them except at such times and for such
periods as the hunting of the buffalo formerly involved; that when their source of
food was extinguished they returned to these mountains as their own and held them
by right until their country was invaded by white men and the Government took
possession, surveyed, and opened up these townships to white settlement. Several
of these "breeds," to secure claims or homes, following the more rapid settlement
of the country by the whites, themselves qualified and took up homesteads. ~he
county authorities included them among the personal tax-payers of their counties,
and the attempt hy these anthorities to forcibly seize the stock of these citizen breeds
and sell it for the taxes was tho occasion for the call for troops last March. '.!'he
anthorities did seize the stock, and the "breeds" being superior in numbers forcibly
recaptured it.
Following this a "patched up peace" was effected between the two parties, and
1o insure a permanent peace the two companies of mounted infantry were organized.
The existence of this militia is looked upon by the "breeds'' as a menace, and~ extremely distasteful to them, yet to remove or disband this militia would be the 1gnal
for outrages; at least the white settlers believo this. Be it understood the 300 foll. bloo~ed Indians on the reservation are not a party to this conflict save iu sympa~
and m the mutual claim of ownership to these lands. Reduced, this state of affall'S
means serious trouble, ancl thjs office bas received within the past week letters fr
~hat secti_on stating that at this time these" half-breeds" were organizing and holdmg_ meetrngs, which fact incites suspicion, fear, and hostility on the part of the
wlutes.
RespectfuJly, yours,
N. N. TYNER,
Adjutant-General.
Hon. Lours K. CHURCH,
Goi:ernor Dakota, Bismarck, Dak.
Ill
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and culture, honesty of purpose, p~~t~ioti~ intent, unexampled . ene~gy
and industry entitle them to recogmt10n from .the State~ of ~he (!mon,
and to that r:eward the nation should confer, without hesitation, for the
unsurpassed development of her territory Dakota's people have wr?u~ht.
.A deep interest is taken in this question_of division and adm1ss10n,
and whether admitted as one or two States there are many reasons why
the people should not be longer deprived of the right to manage their
own -affairs. The character of legislation necessary to the advancement
and development of our Territory and the well,being and happiness of
600,000 people cannot be obtained through the medium of (?ongress, the
members of which are far distant from the people whose mterest they
· have in charge, and who necess~rily cannot be familiar with their wants
or their many existing and rapidly growing needs, which can only be
secured through the means of a direct responsibility of the governing
powers to those whose interests they have in charge, which_means are
self-government through Statehood .
.Among the important acts of the last Congress, relating to the Territories, was the act relating to special legislation, and it bas proven very
beneficial. It would have been well bad the same act clothed the governors with power to veto items in the appropriation· bills and thereby
prevent the loading down of needful and proper bills of appropriation
with what is often not only unnecessary but extravaga11t.
The alien land law was another important piece of legislation. While
· ~t prohibits aliens from acquiring great and extensive tracts of land
1t also prevents our people from receiving the benefit of foreign cap~tal seeking investment on mortgage security. The object the law has
m view is desirable, yet if some modification could be made to enable
capitalists or moneyed corporations to loan money in the Territories
~as they did previous to the passage of this act, in large amounts), and
rn case of their becoming the owners of property through the medium
of an investment tbus made, allow them a certain time to dispose of
tbe same, and to surround tbe main feature of tbe act with such further
safeguard as prudence dictates, our people would have access to a larger
amount of capital, wbich would greatly aid in the development of our
:esources and would lighten Lhe burden · that a high rate of interest
imposes on the borrowers, who in a country like this are necessarily
numerous.
UNDEVELOPED RESOURCES.

Not one-twentieth of the agricultural resources of Dakota has as :vet
been developed. Millions ofacres of the finest grazing lands of the world
are .awa!ting the herdsman. Coal sufficient to supply the wants of a
nat10n hes untouched, even though it be on the surface. Gold, silver,
and iron, tin, copper, mica, asbestos, petroleum, salt, marble, and stone
want but the touch of capital to enrich the investor and enlarge the
manufacturing prosperity of the Territory. I have endeavored as far
as possible to give original information as you requested. I have been
~bly and_ kindly assisted by the various Territorial officials with such
mformat~on, and should my report be in accordance with your wishes
the credit therefor is our joint property.
I am, very respectfully,

Lours K.

Hon. L. Q. C. LAMAR,
Secretary of the interior, Washington, D. 0.

CHUB cH,

Governor Dakota.

